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2001

+VAT Box containing LP and 45 vinyl records to
include Elton John, Ivan the Tolerable and
others

2023

+VAT Orange Decodeur TV Livebox Play
devices, A5M TV box and M9S media box

2002

+VAT Bag containing Blu-Ray and DVD
films/boxsets

2024

+VAT TP-Link AC1200 router, TP-Link AV1000
extenders, Asus DSL-N16 router and PoE
switch

2003

+VAT Quantity of printer boxed and loose printer
ink cartridges

2025

+VAT ASUS PQ motherboard, Tapo WiFi
camera, Livebox 6, tower extension lead,
Grandstream HandyTone HT801 telephone
adapter, etc

2004

+VAT Quantity of mobile phone cases and
covers

2005

+VAT Mixed lot of mobile phone accessories;
earphones, cables, adapters, chargers, etc

2026

+VAT Mitel 5320e IP Phone, iPecs 1030i IP
Phone and Yealink T41S IP Phone

2006

+VAT Bag containing cables, leads and PSUs

2027

+VAT Mixed lot of electrical devices and
accessories

2007

+VAT Mixed lot of electrical accessories,
devices and sundries; remotes, adapters,
webcam, chargers, etc

2028

+VAT 2x BT WiFi Disc's, BT Hybrid Connect, BT
Smart Hub 2 and BT Smart Hub

2008

+VAT Various unboxed routers/hubs

2029

2009

+VAT Bag containing quantity of loose costume
and dress jewellery

+VAT Plusnet Hub Two, EE Smart Router, EE
Smart WiFI Disc, EE Hybrid Connect, Sky Q
Mini

2030

2010

+VAT Bag containing quantity of empty jewellery
boxes

+VAT Box containing LP and 45 vinyl records to
include Pink Floyd, Y2, Paul McCartney and
others

2011

+VAT 3x cased vintage camcorders from Canon,
JVC and Hitachi

2031

+VAT Bag containing boxed and loose printer
ink cartridges

2012

+VAT Various bluetooth speakers, mobile WiFi,
power bank, etc

2032

+VAT Quantity of music CD albums

2033

2013

+VAT 3x wireless keyboard and mouse combo's
from Logitech, Philips and Tecknet plus 2x PC
mice from Razer and Dell

+VAT Quantity of Blu-Ray and DVD
films/boxsets

2034

+VAT Bag containing quantity of mobile phone
cases and covers

2014

+VAT 5x media boxes; IPTV, Expat, OTT, Zedo
and one other

2035

+VAT Bag containing mobile phone accessories;
power banks, leads, adapters, chargers, etc

2015

+VAT 3x pairs of headphones and Poly
Blackwire 5220 headset

2036

+VAT Bag containing various cables, leads and
PSUs

2016

+VAT Mixed lot of electrical related
devices/accessories; Pure DAB radio, LiteOn
external DVD drive, Xbox wireless controller,
MSi motherboard, power strip, etc

2037

+VAT Mixed lot of remote controls, adapters, PC
mice, EE Mini Hub's, etc

2038

+VAT Selection of sunglasses and reading
glasses

2039

+VAT Large bag containing loose costume and
dress jewellery

2017

+VAT 4x TP-Link AV1000 Gigabit powerline
starter kits and TP-Link Mesh WiFi range
extender

2018

+VAT Various WiFi devices/routers; DrayTek,
ZyXEL, EE, BT, etc

2040

+VAT Bag containing gaming controllers and
games

2019

+VAT 5x BT WiFi Disc's and 3x BT Hybrid
Connect's

2041

+VAT Quantity of DVD films and boxsets

2042

2020

+VAT 9x BT Smart Hub 2's and BT Digital
Advance Home Phone

+VAT Bag containing quantity of music CD
albums

2043

+VAT Mixed lot of AA, AAA and other batteries

2021

+VAT 3x Plusnet Hub Two's, 1x Plusnet router
and OneStream router

2044

+VAT Box containing LP and 45 vinyl records to
include Alt-J, Liam Gallagher, Cult and others

2022

+VAT BT TV Box Pro, Smart Hub 2 and Sky
router/TV set

2045

+VAT Bag containing quantity of empty jewellery
boxes
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2046

+VAT 2 signed copies of Karl Bartos The Sound
of the Machine : My Life in Kraftwerk and
Beyond together with a signed copy of Benares
Michelin Starred Cooking by Atul Kochhar

2068

+VAT Bose Soundlink Mini 2 special edition
speaker in box

2069

+VAT Sony WF-1000XM3 wireless earbuds with
charging case and box

2047

Juicy Couture black label stainless steel watch

2070

2048

+VAT Seiko stainless steel yellow tone kinetic
watch with box

+VAT 2 FitBit GPS activity watches with a single
charger

2071

2049

+VAT Gents Invicta wristwatch with damaged
strap and box

+VAT FitBit Charge 4 Advance fitness tracker in
box

2072

2050

+VAT Citizen chronograph stainless steel strap
watch with box

+VAT FitBit Charge 4 Advance fitness tracker in
box

2073

2051

+VAT Android smartwatch with spare strap and
box

+VAT FitBit Charge 4 Advance fitness tracker in
box

2074

2052

+VAT Skagen mesh strap wristwatch with white
face dial

+VAT FitBit Charge 4 Advance fitness tracker in
box

2075

+VAT FitBit Charge 5 fitness tracker in box

Gents black Nite quartz rubber strap watch with
date and black Arabic dial
£40-50

2076

+VAT FitBit Charge 5 fitness tracker in box

2077

+VAT FitBit Charge 5 fitness tracker in box

2054

Gents stainless steel Hanova Swiss Military
chronograph date watch bracelet
£80-90

2078

+VAT FitBit Charge 5 fitness tracker in box and
packaging

2079

+VAT JLab Epic Air wireless earbuds in box

2055

Gents Royal Marine chronograph watch,
stainless steel bracelet with black and green
dial, with dates, Ltd. Ed.
£80-100

2080

+VAT Sony WF-1000X wireless earbuds in box

2081

Gents titanium Seiko bracelet watch with grey
dial and date, numbered 7N43-0ASO
£80-90

+VAT Skullcandy wireless bluetooth earphones
together with a charging case for Beats
earphones

2082

+VAT LG Tone Free wireless earbuds in box

2083

+VAT LG Tone Free wireless earbuds in box

2057

Gents gold plate Evrite automatic strap watch
with date
£80-90

2084

+VAT LG Tone Free wireless earbuds in box

2085

+VAT LG Tone Free wireless earbuds in box

2058

Gents Mondaine quartz stainless steel strap
watch
£50-70

2086

+VAT LG Tone Free wireless earbuds in box

2087

+VAT LG Tone Free wireless earbuds in box

2059

Gents Pulsar stainless steel quartz strap watch
with black dial and luminous hands
£20-30

2088

+VAT Jabra Elite 3 wireless earbuds with
charging case and box

2089

2060

+VAT Marc Jacobs sunglasses with hard case

+VAT Jabra Elite 3 wireless earbuds with
charging case and box

2061

+VAT Marc Jacobs sunglasses with hard case

2090

2062

+VAT Ray Ban sunglasses with carry case

+VAT Jabra Elite 3 wireless earbuds with
charging case and box

2063

+VAT Ray Ban Polarised Aviator style
sunglasses with carry case

2091

+VAT Jabra Elite 3 wireless earbuds with
charging case and box

2064

+VAT Gucci sunglasses with hard case and box

2092

+VAT Jabra Active 75T wireless earbuds with
box and loose charging case

2065

+VAT Gucci sunglasses with hard case and box

2093

2066

+VAT Sony WF-1000XM3 wireless earbuds with
charging cable and charging case only

+VAT Ultimate Ears Wonderboom portable
bluetooth speaker

2094

+VAT Netgear Nighthawk mesh wifi 6 system
together with a TP Link range extender kit

2095

+VAT Apple iPad Pro 12.9'' 128gb 5th gen wifi
only model A2378 with box

2053

2056

2067

+VAT Shokz Open Run headset in box
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2096

+VAT Apple iPad Air 4th gen 64gb wifi only
model A2316 with box

2097

+VAT Acer Chromebook CB315 with charger

2098

+VAT Asus Chromebook model C424M comes
with Intel Celeron processor and foreign power
supply

2099

+VAT Asus Vivobook laptop model X409JA,
Intel i5 10th gen cpu, 8gb ram, 256gb storage
running Windows 11 with psu

2100

+VAT LG Gram 17'' display laptop model
17Z90P, Intel i7 11th gen cpu, 16gb ram, 256gb
storage running Windows 10 with psu

2101

+VAT Connected Essentials blocking key store
device

2102

+VAT 4 various collectable pen sets to include
Cross and Parker

2103

+VAT Tilemate tracking tile kit

2104

+VAT Philips headphones 6000 series in box

2105

+VAT Samsung Galaxy S10 5G mobile phone in
sealed box

2106

+VAT Samsung Galaxy XCover Pro mobile
phone, 64gb storage in black with box

2107

+VAT Beats Studio Buds wireless earbuds with
charging case and box

2108

+VAT Beats Studio Buds wireless earbuds with
charging case and box

2109

+VAT Sony SRS-XB32 bluetooth speaker in box

2110

+VAT Sony SRS-XB33 bluetooth speaker in box

2111

+VAT Sony SRS-XB13 speaker in box

2112

+VAT Google Nest learning thermostat together
with Nest temperature sensor

2113

+VAT Kam twin channel professional UHF
wireless microphone system

2114

+VAT Anka charge 2 devices at once
powerwave dual pad charging station in box

2115

+VAT Anka charge 2 devices at once
powerwave dual pad charging station in box

2116

+VAT Anka charge 2 devices at once
powerwave dual pad charging station in box

2117

+VAT 2 Belkin wireless 10w charging pads in
boxes

2118

+VAT Omron Evolv automatic upper arm blood
pressure monitor in box

2119

+VAT AKG Y500 bluetooth headphones in box

2120

+VAT Bose Soundlink bluetooth headphones in
box
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2121

+VAT Razer Wolverine V2 Xbox controller
together with a Razer Raiju PlayStation 4
controller

2122

+VAT Ring Video Doorbell 3 (possibly locked to
account)

2123

+VAT Ring Video Doorbell 3 (possibly locked to
account)

2124

+VAT Ring Spotlight Cam twin pack set (missing
accessories, possibly linked to account)

2125

+VAT Ring Spotlight Cam twin pack set (missing
accessories, possibly linked to account)

2126

+VAT Hauwei Matebook laptop, Intel i7 8th gen
cpu, 16gb ram, 512gb storage running Windows
10 with psu

2127

+VAT LG Xboom PN7 portable speaker

2128

+VAT Dell Optiplex 3090 client desktop PC with
Intel core i5 cpu, 16gb ram, 256gb storage
running Windows 11 Pro with psu, mouse,
keyboard and box

2129

+VAT Intel ProDesk 400G7 desktop computer,
Intel i7 10th gen cpu, 8gb ram, 256gb storage
running Windows 10 with psu, keyboard, mouse
and box

2130

+VAT Asus Vivobook 15 laptop, AMD Ryzen 7
cpu, 8gb ram, 512gb storage running Windows
10 with psu and box

2131

+VAT Apple Macbook Air running Apple M1 cpu,
8gb ram, 256gb storage on macOS Monterey
with psu and box

2132

+VAT Dell Latitude E5440 laptop, Intel i5 4th
gen cpu, 8gb ram, 128gb storage running
Windows 10 (no power supply)

2133

+VAT Dell XPS 13 2015 laptop, Intel core i5 8th
gen cpu, 8gb ram, 256gb storage running
Windows 10 with psu

2134

HP laptop, Intel core i5 8th gen cpu, 16gb ram,
256gb storage running Windows 10 with psu

2135

+VAT Fujitsu Lifebook with Intel i3 5th gen cpu,
8gb ram, 120gb storage running Windows 10
with psu

2136

20 Pop! Vinyl collectable figures to include
Disney figures, Rick & Morty, Armoured Batman
and various others

2137

+VAT Loris Smart 4K 2tb hdd NVR security
system in box with 8 cameras, incomplete cable
kit and box

2138

+VAT Swan Enforcer security system with 4
cameras, cable, psu and box
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2139

+VAT Lenovo Idea Centre all in one desktop PC
with core i5 10th gen processor, 8GB RAM, 1TB
storage, Windows 10, with psu, mouse and
keyboard, with box

2165

+VAT Box containing large quantity of Xbox 360
headsets

2166

Box containing Nintendo DS consoles, Nintendo
64 and other games

+VAT Dell Alienware Aurora R13 PC with Intel i9
12900KF cpu, 64gb ram, 2tb storage, RTX 3080
10gb gpu running Windows 11 with keyboard,
mouse and box

2167

+VAT Bag containing quantity of mobile phone
cases and covers

2168

2 gaming steering wheel controllers by Logitech

2141

+VAT Samsung S800 series slimline soundbar
with subwoofer

2169

+VAT Nintendo Entertainment System with
zapper gun and accessories

2142

+VAT R8 55" LG OLED 4K TV, 55A16LA B37

2170

Pro Lite 26" monitor by Iiyama

2143

+VAT Sonos Beam wifi speaker in white with
box

2171

+VAT Razer Kraken surround sound gaming
headset in box

2144

+VAT HP V28 4K monitor 28'' display with box

2172

+VAT Touchdown wireless charging lamp in box

2145

+VAT MSI PC gaming headset DS502

2173

2146

+VAT Logitech Trueforce HD force feedback
steering wheel G923, boxed

2 Think Vision Lenovo monitors with Think Pad
type C dock

2174

2147

+VAT PS4 Logitech racing wheel set G923

+VAT Lenovo all in one desktop computer, Core
i5 10th generation processor (cracked screen)

2148

+VAT Samsung A530 sound bar and sub woofer

2175

+VAT Hannsperee 24" monitor in box

2149

+VAT Samsung Q60T sound bar with subwoofer

2176

+VAT Epson Eco Tank EP21711 printer in boxx

2150

+VAT Samsung Q60T sound bar with subwoofer

2177

+VAT Epson Eco Tank EP21711 printer in boxx

2151

+VAT Sony PS4 500GB Slim console in box

2178

+VAT Brother multi function 4 in 1 MFCL3750CDW

2152

+VAT TCL Ray-Danz wireless sound bar and
subwoofer

2179

+VAT HP colour laser jet printer MFP-179FNW

2153

+VAT LG SLY8 wireless soundbar and sub
woofer

2180

+VAT HP Officejet Pro 8022E printer in box

2181

+VAT HP Envy Photo 6230 printer in box

2154

Sony PS2 console with steering wheel and
games

2182

+VAT Epson Eco Tank ET2711 printer

2183

2155

Xbox 1st generation console with controllers and
game

+VAT HP Colour Laserjet Pro printer
MFPM283FDW

2184

+VAT HP Envy Photo 7830 printer

2156

Xbox 1st generation console with AV cable and
controllers

2185

+VAT Epson Work Force WF-3820DWF printer
in box

2157

Sony PS2 console with accessories, adaptors
and games

2186

+VAT Epson Eco Tank ET2811 printer in box

2158

Nintendo Wii with accessories and games

2187

+VAT HP Officejet Pro 8022E printer in box

2159

+VAT Bag containing selfie sticks and bluetooth
controllers

2188

2160

+VAT Bag containing selfie sticks and bluetooth
controllers

Packard Bell laptop, Intel Pentium processor
with 4GB RAM and power supply (locked to
account)

2189

2 Apple Macbook Airs incl. Macbook Air A1370

2161

+VAT Xbox OneX fridge

2190

2 laptops for spares and repairs incl. Dell laptop

2162

Sega Master System 1 console with power
supply and 16 bit Megadrive console

2191

2163

16 bit Sega Megadrive with 2 controllers and
various games

HP Probook laptop, core i5 8th generation
processor with damaged screen and power
supply (locked to account)

2192

2164

Nintendo Wii with balance board, adaptor cables
and games

Dell Inspiron 3000 series laptop with Intel
processor and power supply (locked to account)

2193

+VAT HP Deskjet 3636 printer

2140
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2194

+VAT HP Officejet Pro 8022 printer

2221

+VAT Sir Benjamin Collins Brodie bronze tribute
medal in black leather case lettered with
'Presented to Peter Bellinjer Brodie ESQR by
Committee of the Brodie Testimonial'

2195

+VAT HP Officejet Pro 8022 printer

2196

+VAT In Focus project IN114X, no accessories

2197

NEC DLP projector

2222

+VAT Northern Briars bent smoking pipe with
silver band and case

2198

NEC DLP projector

2199

Selection of mounting kit accessory kits for
projectors

2223

+VAT Northern Briars smoking pipe with silver
band and case

2200

Acer laptop with Intel processor and power
supply, sold for spares

2224

+VAT Northern Briars Regal Rox Cut smoking
pipe with case

2201

+VAT Nintendo Switch 32GB with case and
accessories

2225

+VAT 9ct gold ship in a bottle charm/pendant
and pair of 9ct sapphire earrings

2202

+VAT VTech KidiCom Advance tablet

2226

+VAT Mixed lot of silver and gold tone jewellery
plus sterling silver vesta case

2203

+VAT *Sealed* Sony PS5 825GB Disc Edition
CFI-1116A console

2227

+VAT Pair Tiffany & Co Infinity stud earring and
pair of Pandora heart stud earrings

2204

+VAT Acer Nitro N50-620 PC tower with Intel i511400F, NVIDIA GeForce GTX1660 6GB, 8GB
RAM, 512GB SSD & 1TB HDD and Windows 10

2228

+VAT Citizen Eco-Drive Divers Titanium
wristwatch with box BN0205-10L

2229

+VAT Michael Kors MK5976 wristwatch with box

2205

+VAT PS5 game, 2x Xbox One games, 4x PS4
games and 1x Xbox 360

2230

+VAT *Sealed* Mi Xiaomi Watch S1 smartwatch

2206

+VAT 3x sealed Star Wars Trilogy Blu-Ray
boxsets

2231

+VAT Bvlgari Diagono DG 35 SV wristwatch

2232

+VAT Rotary Aquaspeed wristwatch with box

2207

+VAT 2x sealed Clockwork Orange 50th
Anniversary 4K Blu-Ray DVD's

2233

+VAT Gucci 900M wristwatch

2208

+VAT *Sealed* Nokia 105 4th Edition mobile
phone

2234

+VAT Invicta NH35A automatic wristwatch

2235

+VAT Swaorvski Crystalline Pure wristwatch

2236

+VAT 6x boxed brand wristwatches; Casio,
Tommy Hilfiger, Marc Jacobs, Lacoste, Sekonda
and DKNY

2209

+VAT *Sealed* Nokia 105 4th Edition mobile
phone

2210

+VAT *Sealed* Nokia 105 4th Edition mobile
phone

2237

2211

+VAT *Sealed* Nokia 105 4th Edition mobile
phone

+VAT Various loose and boxed
wristwatches/smartwatches

2238

2212

+VAT *Sealed* Nokia 105 4th Edition mobile
phone

+VAT GoPro Hero 6 action cam with protective
case

2239

+VAT CamPark X40 4K action camera

2240

+VAT NextBase NBDVR112 dash cam

2241

+VAT Trail Camera PR100

2242

+VAT Trail Camera PR100

2243

+VAT Trail Camera PR100

2244

+VAT 7 Artisans 7.5mm f/2.8 fish-eye lens (M43
mount)

2245

+VAT Mixed lot of cameras and camera related
accessories

2246

+VAT Telescope 20 x 50 with case

2247

+VAT *Sealed* UrBeats 3 wired earphones

2248

+VAT *Sealed* UrBeats 3 wired earphones

2213

+VAT *Sealed* Nokia 105 4th Edition mobile
phone

2214

+VAT *Sealed* Nokia 105 4th Edition mobile
phone

2215

+VAT *Sealed* Nokia 105 4th Edition mobile
phone

2216

+VAT Nokia 105 mobile phone

2217

+VAT L8Star BM70 mini phone

2218

+VAT Kane 458 flue gas and air analyzer

2219

+VAT XFX Radeon HD 6790 graphics card

2220

+VAT 4x Platinum Jubilee 2022 50p starter sets
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2249

+VAT Beats Studio Buds wireless earphones

2282

2250

+VAT *Sealed* Shokz OpenRun Pro Sport
wireless earphones

+VAT TP-Link AC1900 and TP-Link AC1200
routers

2283

+VAT Sennheiser MD 421-II cardioid mic with
case

2284

+VAT *Sealed* Kodak Luma 450 portable HD
smart projector

2285

+VAT *Sealed* DJI Mini 3 Pro drone

2286

+VAT Numark Party Mix DJ controller

2287

+VAT be quiet! Dark Rock 4 CPU cooler

2288

+VAT Bose 700 Noise Cancelling wireless
headphones

2289

+VAT Avantree Opera wireless TV headphone
set

2251

+VAT Skullcandy Indy wireless earphones

2252

+VAT Aftershokz ASC100 wireless earphones
with case

2253

+VAT Jaguar wireless headphones with pouch

2254

+VAT Oticon Dynamo SP10 hearing aid

2255

+VAT Mixed lot of wireless & wired earphones
plus headsets

2256

+VAT Olympus WS-852 digital voice recorder

2257

+VAT Zettle Reader 2 portable card reader

2258

+VAT PayPal portable card reader

2290

+VAT Huawei FreeLace wireless earphones

2259

+VAT 3x Amazon Echo's and 1x EchoDot

2291

2260

+VAT Beats Pill wireless speaker in stand

+VAT *Sealed* Ceek 4D Advanced 360
headphones/headset

2261

+VAT NVIDIA GeForce RTX 3070 graphics card

2292

+VAT PS5 Pulse 3D wireless headset

2262

+VAT EVGA ICX GeForce GTX 1080 Ti
graphics card

2293

+VAT Razer Kaira Pro Xbox wireless headset

2294

+VAT Xbox wireless headset

2263

+VAT MSi AMD A320M-A Pro motherboard

2295

+VAT Ceek VR headset

2264

+VAT Logitech Pop Keys Studio Series
keyboard

2296

+VAT Hey! doorbell camera

2265

+VAT Xbox Elite Series 2 wireless controller

2297

+VAT *Sealed* Amazon Echo Dot

2266

+VAT 4x BT Advanced Digital Home Phone's
and 3x BT Essential Digital Home Phone's

2298

+VAT Boss DD-3 guitar pedal

2299

+VAT 3x BT Advanced Digital Home Phone's
and 1x BT Essential Digital Home Phone

2300

+VAT AMD Radeon 5600 XT Sapphire Pulse
graphics card

2301

+VAT PS5 DualSense wireless controller

2302

+VAT Dell Premier wireless keyboard and
mouse set

2267

+VAT Dunlop Cry Baby GCB-95 guitar pedal

2268

+VAT Strymon Flint Tremolo and Reverb Pedal

2269

+VAT Behringer TO800 Vintage Tube Overdrive
pedal

2270

+VAT Samson Go Mic USB microphone

2271

+VAT Video Doorbell V5

2303

+VAT PS2 console with 1x controller

2272

+VAT HomePod Mini

2304

2273

+VAT Arduino starter kit

+VAT Aguri AGR520 motorhome/caravan sat
nav and dash cam

2274

+VAT Sapphire Radeon RX580 graphics card

2305

+VAT 3Stone mini portable projector with
remote and cables

2275

+VAT Square E-Head electronic hookah bowl

2306

2276

+VAT HikVision Turb HD audio camera

+VAT PS5 game, 7x PS4 games and 4x Xbox
One games

2277

+VAT Portable LED projector

2307

+VAT Rode PodMic microphone

2278

+VAT Roberts Sound48 CD Clock Radio

2308

+VAT Ring Video Doorbell

2279

+VAT Corsair Gaming K63 keyboard

2309

+VAT Zettle Reader 2

2280

+VAT EMS Revolution wireless electrosimulation device and Physion muscle massage
gun

2310

+VAT Samsung 870 Evo 1TB SSD

2311

+VAT Asus Hyper M.2 X16 Gen 4 graphics card

2312

+VAT Biomedis Trinity bio-resonance device

2281

+VAT R150 portable power station
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2313

+VAT 3x Simzo infrared thermometers and MedFit TENS machine

2342

+VAT 2x N64 games; Star Wars Episode 1
Racer and Mario Kart 64

2314

+VAT Fendi FF 0179/S ladies sunglasses with
case

2343

+VAT Sega Game Gear MK-2110-50

2344

2315

+VAT Chanel 5085 ladies sunglasses with case

+VAT Quantity of loose costume and dress
jewellery

2316

+VAT Playboy PB00217 sunglasses with case

2345

2317

+VAT Prada SPR61G sunglasses with case

+VAT Hugo Boss leather men's bracelet
1580150M

2318

+VAT 5x pairs of designer reading glasses;
Prada VPR 16M, Marc Jacobs MARC471, RayBan 5388 (2) Jeffery and Ray-Ban RB 5279

2346

+VAT Emporio Armani AR2460 wristwatch

2347

+VAT G-Shock GD-350 digital wristwatch with
box

2348

+VAT 3x Ingersoll pocket watches

2349

+VAT Collection of various wristwatches

2350

+VAT Reproduction WW2 German SS helmet
with R. Larsen Berlin 1939 strap and decor
stickers

2351

+VAT Selection of vape kits; Smok, Innokin,
Aspire, etc

2352

+VAT Selection of vape pens from Aspire,
GeekVape, Logic, Totally Wicked, Caliburn

2353

+VAT Mixed lot of vaping spares and
accessories

2319

+VAT Pentax K20D SLR digital camera body
with charger

2320

+VAT Kodak Printomatic digital instant camera

2321

+VAT GoPro Hero 7 black action camera

2322

+VAT 2x small HD camera's

2323

+VAT Canon SX620 HS PowerShot 20MP
digital camera

2324

+VAT Lumix digital camera together with other
miscellaneous camera accessorie4s

2325

+VAT 9ct wishbone style ring

2326

+VAT 9ct white gold wedding ring

2354

+VAT Ray-Ban RB3548 sunglasses with case

2327

+VAT Consignment of white metal and 925
silver jewellery

2355

+VAT Prada SPS 53P sunglasses with case and
box

2328

+VAT Selection of Pandora jewellery; charms,
ring, bangle, bracelet

2356

+VAT Various sunglasses and reading glasses

2329

+VAT Selection of designer jewellery from
Swarovski, Vivienne Westwood, Skagen and
Ted Baker

2357

Lenovo Netbook computer with power adaptor

2358

2 Dell laptops for spares and repairs incl. 1
power supply

2330

+VAT Lola Rose LR2228 ladies wristwatch with
box

2359

Acer Aspire 5742 Core i3 laptop with power
supply, sold for spares

2331

+VAT Swatch GB743 wristwatch

2360

2332

+VAT Seiko 5 Sport wristwatch

HP notebook computer, no PSU plus a Dell
notebook computer

2333

+VAT Garmin Forerunner 55 GPS running
watch

2361

Dell Windows 8 laptop with PSU, Core i5
processor and no hard drive

2334

+VAT *Sealed* TicWatch Pro 3 Ultra GPS
smartwatch

2362

Apple Mac book for spares and repairs includes
PSU

2335

+VAT Huawei Watch GT 2 Pro smartwatch

2363

Lenovo laptop with Intel i3 cpu, 4gb ram, 512gb
storage running Windows 8 with psu

2336

+VAT Samsung Galaxy Active 2 smartwatch

2364

2337

+VAT Selection of boxed wristwatches and
activity watches

Asus X555L laptop, Intel i7 cpu, 8gb ram,
combined storage of 1tb running Windows 10
with psu

2338

+VAT Quantity of loose wristwatches

2365

2339

+VAT Kristian Kiel Vanguard KK6356 wristwatch

+VAT Apple Macbook Air Model A1466 (2014)
Intel i5 processor, 4GB RAM, 128GB storage,
no psu

2340

+VAT Xrocker Elite Switch controller, Switch Pro
controller Switch Joy-Con pair

2366

Apple Mac book pro model A1502

2367

2341

+VAT Xbox One Elite Series 2 controller

Apple Macbook Air model A1466 running
macOS Catalina (locked to account)
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2368

Apple Macbook Pro model A1286 running
Windows 10 plus PSU

2397

+VAT Bag containing various MI3 smart bands,
activity tracking modules

2369

Sony Cyber Shock DSC H3 camera with carry
case

2398

+VAT Bag containing eighteen Lost Mary blue
ice flavoured vape kits

2370

+VAT Panasonic Lumix FZ82 bridge camera
with no accessories, no battery

2399

+VAT Bag containing eighteen Lost Mary
disposable Maryball ice flavoured vape kits

2371

+VAT Multi media card reader device

2400

2372

Game boy colour with Pokémon red and 2 other
games

+VAT West Ham United Fila Dr Martens
sponsored signed Joe Cole shirt

2401

+VAT Star Wars the Skywalker saga PS5 game
in sealed box

+VAT (R28 & B53) 55" 4K Samsung TV model
QE55Q95TDT

2402

+VAT Ring video doorbell 1st generation
(Doorbell only)

+VAT (R24/25 and B50) Samsung 58" 4K TV
model UE58AU7100K

2403

+VAT (R29 & B54) Toshiba 50" 4K TV model
50UA2B63DB

2404

+VAT R16 Sony 43" 4K TV KD-43X89J B45

2405

+VAT (R18) 43" Toshiba 4K TV model
43UL5A63DB

2406

+VAT R13 Samsung 4K 43" TV, UE43AU900K
B42

2407

+VAT R17 TCL 32" TV, 32ES568 B46

2408

+VAT (R30 & B55) 55" Toshiba TV model
55UA2B63DB

2409

+VAT (R31/32 & B56) 55" 4K TCL TV model
55C720K

2410

+VAT R53 LG 55" 4K TV 55UP77006LB, with
box (B26)

2373
2374
2375

+VAT Fitbit sense smart watch in box

2376

+VAT Fitbit sense smart watch in box

2377

+VAT Instax mini 8 camera, USB controller and
headset

2378

+VAT Various engineering and machinists tools
optic to include scalpel sets etc

2379

2 Apple series 3 watches for spares and repairs

2380

Bluetooth smart watch with box

2381

+VAT Apple iphone SE 128 model A2296

2382

Amazon Kindle 10th Gen

2383

+VAT Ushining F280 flip phone

2384

Nikon 50mm lens in box

2411

Sony 32" TV with remote

2385

Nikon AF 50mm lens with Hoia 52mm Skylight
filter

2412

+VAT (R36 & B60) 32" TCL TV model 32ES568

2386

Sega game gear console with loose games and
boxed console

2413

+VAT (R35 & B59) 32" TCL TV model 32ES568

2414

+VAT R65 32" Philips TV, 32PFS6805 B29

2415

+VAT R1 Toshiba 32" TV, 32WK3C63DB B30

2416

+VAT (R19 & B47) 32" Toshiba TV model
32WK3C63DB

2417

+VAT (R34 & B58) 32" Hisense TV model
32A4GTUK (no stand, damage to the right hand
side of screen)

2387

Various wireless earbuds to include Samsung
earbuds

2388

Olympus E500 digital camera with 17.5-45mm
lens

2389

Olympus E520 camera with 14-45mm lens

2390

Leica Z2X camera with leather pouch case

2391

+VAT Nikon F80 camera with 35-80mm lens
and carry case

2418

TCL 50" 4K TV model 50EP658 with remote
controls

2392

Sony Network Handycam model DCR-TRV950E
complete with carry case

2419

Sony 43" TV with wall mount system, remote
control and power supply

2393

Android TV open box model V8S

2420

2394

JBC deep bass wireless Bluetooth headset

+VAT (R23 & B49) 55" Samsung TV model
QE55Q95TDT (as found, damage to the middle
screen and lines)

2395

TP link Casa cam in box

2421

55" Sony TV model KDL55HX923 with remote

2396

TP link Casa cam in box

2422

+VAT (R20) 50" Samsung TV model
QE50Q65AAU
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2423

+VAT (R21/22 & B48) 43" Samsung TV model
QE43L902AAU

2424
2425
2426

2427

2445

+VAT (R26 & B51) 50" Toshiba 4K TV model
50UA2B63DB

+VAT Vaisala digital barometer kit with
protective fitted case and a Vaisala PTB 20TS
calibrated module

2446

+VAT (R27 & B52) 50" Toshiba 4K TV model
50UA2B63DB

+VAT Rotronic hygropalm device with fitted case
and a handheld anemometer

2447

Scale model Mustang kit by Deagostini with
components and binders

2448

Bag containing various camera equipment inc.
Yashika, 230AF camera, and Polaroid Impulse
camera

2449

Kodak Brownie 8mm camera and accessories
projector in box

2450

Olympus 110 Super camera in box and Kodak
204 Instamatic camera in box

2451

Tamashi film camera with tripod and fitted case

2452

Beck of London model 27148 microscope set

2453

Minox 7x50 binoculars with case

2454

Selection of film camera equipment, slide,
projector screens etc

2455

6 trays of camera equipment, binoculars, 8mm
film cameras and other for spares

2456

Crate containing various LP vinyl records inc.
Sound of Music

2457

3 crates containing various DJ CDs

+VAT Touchdown British wireless audio 360
sounds stool speaker with wireless charging
pad, in box
5 stamp albums with contents incl. WHSmiths
stamp book

2428

Various first day covers in three binders

2429

Two Royal family collectors stamp sets in two
binders

2430

Presentation packs for first day covers, silk
covers and others

2431

Collection of mainly European countries stamp
set in red binder

2432

Four lots of binders to include an album of
Jersey first day covers

2433

Cardboard box containing various loose stamps
of various European countries and stamp
albums and contents

2434

Selection of stamp albums to include a Stanley
Gibbons Gay Venture stamp album

2435

Cardboard box containing various stamps, first
day covers sets etc

2458

Selection LP vinyl records inc. 70s compilation
discs

2436

Two albums of various WWF and cats first day
covers

2459

2437

Wide selection of Boxing, Boxers and other
magazines

6 crates containing several hundred 7" vinyl
single records: Status Quo; Matchbox; Janet
Jackson; etc.

2460

2438

Selection of various American comic books and
others to include the X Files, 20ft underground
and various others

2 crates of vinyl records inc. Stevie Wonder,
Xtreme and others

2461

2439

Three plastic trays containing stamps

Selection of various posters, prints,
commemorating Ayrton Senna inc. framed and
glazed signed picture

2440

Large selection of cigarette cards to include
cigarette picture albums and contents

2462

+VAT Mason Greenwood Manchester Utd
memorabilia framed shirt bearing signature

2441

Selection of football memorabilia programmes,
match day souvenirs etc

2463

2 crates containing wide selection of LP vinyl
records

2442

Selection of collectable Match Attax and other
collectors card magazines to include Star Wars
Rogue One Topps collectors binder

2464

Bag containing a variety of tablet and phone
covers

2465

Batman memorabilia vehicles as published by
Eagle Moss Collections

2443

+VAT Five Lego hidden side playsets in sealed
boxes

2466

2444

+VAT Four various vinyl records, vocal star
karaoke CD and pack of TDK SA90 cassettes in
sealed packaging

Collectible toys inc. Star Wars Yoda light,
Millenium Falcon colour changing LED light

2467

Selection of Light Joy Eco crystal vaping coil
sets with another bag of various single use vape
sets
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2468

Box containing selection of various vapes kits
and flavourings

2494

Box containing various diecast vehicles and
other accessories and games

2469

Tray containing a quantity of dress studs,
cufflinks and coins including a small quantity of
9ct mounted items containing various vintage
cases and various other jewellery boxes

2495

9 LED pocket lights

2496

Tray of various dinky toys and other collectible
diecast vehicles

2497

Bag and box containing various sunglasses and
reading glass frames

2498

6 trays of various diecast vehicles

2499

3 crates containing various die cast vehicles

2470

Tom Ford reading glass set together with Prada
sunglasses in case

2471

2 calculators to include 1 custom green line
calculator and a PR100 calculator

2472

Garmin Etrex high sensitivity GPS tracking
system

2500

Wooden case containing various vintage diecast
vehicles including various dinky cars

2473

+VAT Watch case containing a selection of
loose watches and other jewellery items

2501

Chucky the worlds most notorious doll side show
collectibles doll in box

2474

Loose collection of 3 watches and a pocket
watch plus case

2502

2475

Jewellery case containing various watches and
other collectible items

Wide selection of camera kit accessories to
include trolley wheel mounts, lighting, cables,
tripods, backdrops etc

2503

+VAT Victrola V1 music system in box

2476

Draughtsmen's set in case

2504

Logitech surround sound speaker set in box

2477

Military marked collectors plate together with
EPS cutlery and other table ware cutlery

2505

Sony CD player radio and other speaker sets in
box

2478

14 various RAF aircraft enamelled badges

2506

2479

Smart TV box model T95

+VAT Various IT sundries to include Freeview
player, Voyager focus headset and other IT

2480

Bag containing a selection of empty jewellery
cases

2507

Various Pioneer Technics and Sony and Denon
hi-fi spares

2481

Various jewellery items to include Karen Millen
ladies watch and Pandora jewellery items

2508

Hi-fi system in box model LCX-330

2509

Sony subwoofer, no other accessories

2482

Various cufflinks and hip flask in box

2510

Bush transit record player

2483

Selection of white metal ware costume jewellery
items including some silver

2511

Daewoode DVD records VCR combo kit

2484

+VAT Gardener brass engine plaque

2512

Marantz model 5424 cassette radio system

2485

Selection of watches in bag for spares and
repairs

2513

Tray containing various DAB digital radios

2514

Yamaha DVD player model S700 with box

2486

2 collectible lighters including a tiger wind proof
light

2515

Bose PC companion speaker set with PSU and
volume control

2487

Bag containing various cased watches

2516

Tray containing various old remote controls

2488

Grandstand Astro wars game and a Mattel
electronics space alert game

2517

Sonos play 5 speaker in white and network
adapter

2489

Philips FW355 mini hi-fi system with speakers

2518

+VAT Bontec Table Top TV stand ST10-v04

2490

Trotters Independent Trading Company alarm
clock

2519

Cambridge audio subwoofer

2491

Various diecast vehicles and a Hot Wheels V
drop ramp

2520

Sony hi-fi to include CD player, linear amplifier
etc

2492

Go radio controlled range buster 2 4 wheel drive
car

2521

Arcan AV surround receiver model AVR300

2522

Yamaha natural sound AV amplifier DSP-AX620

2493

4 scale modelled moto GP bikes to include the
Honda RC211B, Yamaha bike etc

2523

+VAT Arcan RMJ AVR750 surround sound
amplifier
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2524

Blaupunkt 22" TV with remote control

2551

+VAT Pair of Tannoy Saturn S8LR grey
speakers with covers

2525

Toshiba 19" TV with remote

2526

Toshiba 19" display TV with remote

2552

Sony APM22ES loud speakers with covers

2527

Technika 18" LCD TV with DVD player built in

2553

Pair of Heco superior floor standing speakers
with covers

2528

+VAT Swann 4K enforcer security system

2554

+VAT Yamaha JA-3058A speaker driver

2529

+VAT Swann smart security 4 camera system in
box

2555

+VAT Selection of SkyTec and QTX Sound
outdoor speakers in white

2530

Sony Genezi hi-fi system with iPod dock

2556

2531

+VAT 6 essential kits covers for Mac book pro
15" in 2 boxes

+VAT Pac Man 1UP arcade machine with
pedestal and PSU

2557

HP design jet 500 PS printer

2558

+VAT I Dance mega box 1000 karaoke speaker

2559

+VAT Lastolite professional photo backdrop

2560

Roland Chorus guitar amp and an Aria guitar
amplifier speaker

2561

+VAT 2 Pioneer CDJ 800 turntables

2562

ADJ Vertigo hex light

2563

Pair of passive loudspeakers

2564

HW International stereo mixer

2532

2533

Selection of various collectibles and signed
memorabilia offered up by the Children in Need
charity to include signed CD's and other signed
memorabilia
Various OO gauge and other track side
accessories including various model kits

2534

Single track racing cars together with power
supplies and other accessories

2535

Selection of Bachmann, Hornby, Mainline and
other OO gauge and HO gauge rolling stock and
engines

2565

+VAT Impulse 49 keyboard by Novation

2536

Power guard compact true data UPS 600 battery
unit

2566

LTC 700 amplifier

2537

Tray containing VHS football memorabilia

2567

Pair of Carlsbro loudspeakers

2538

Action man tanks APC carrier and character

2568

2539

+VAT LG X boom 360 RP 4G speaker with box

Pair of Passive felt covered loudspeakers with
handles

2569

2540

+VAT Kilpsch reference theatre speakers

Reloop RP1000M professional belt drive
turntable

2541

Ceiling mounted glitter ball with carry case

2570

2542

+VAT Live on air studio sign reputedly from BBC
Cardiff

+VAT Roland FC200 MIDI foot controller switch
with Roland GP16 digital guitar effects
processor unit

2543

Pair of Tannoy floor standing speakers with
speaker covers

2571

+VAT Millennium Pro kick drum pedal

2572

Pair of castle floor standing speakers including
one with minor damage to input

Newmark DM3000X mixer together with a
Macky 1202 VLZ pro mixer

2573

Pair of mission floor standing speakers 702E
with soft speaker grill covers

Pro Sound 4 channel mixer unit together with 2
ProSound speakers and stands

2574

+VAT Pair of Tannoy 607 large speakers with
soft case covers

+VAT Pair of Devine MR-6A monitor reference
speakers set in sealed box

2575

Philipson guitar speaker

2544
2545
2546
2547

Pair of Sony E30 loud speakers with speaker
covers

2576

Stagg black and white 6 string electric guitar
with soft case cover

2548

Philips FB290 speakers with covers and stands

2577

2549

+VAT Monitor Audio radius 360 powered
subwoofer

+VAT Martin Smith 6 string acoustic guitar with
broken string

2578

2550

+VAT Bowers and Wilkins centre speaker

Yamaha Pacifica 6 string electric guitar in black
and white finish together with a Marshall Valve
State 2000 amplifier
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2579

+VAT Dot 2 Dance safe spot on a dance circular
mat

2604

Philips iPod docking radio speaker

2580

6 string acoustic guitar with harmonica and
maracas

2605

+VAT Pure Sensia DAB radio player with remote

2606

Sony DAB micro hifi system with speakers

2581

3 quarter size 6 string acoustic guitar

2607

Bose Acoustic Wave music system MKII

2582

Slimline Cheetah 6 string cut away acoustic
guitar

2608

+VAT Pair of Angular Elac hifi speakers

2609

Corona mechanical typewriter in case

2583

6 string black and white finish electric guitar by
Encore with soft case

2610

Various mechanical lens equipment, possibly for
CCTV cameras

2584

+VAT Fazley electric keyboard in pink

2611

Coin collection in pink binder

2585

Sony MDM-X4 mark 2 mixer controller

2612

+VAT .25 hallmarked silver frames

2586

Electric travel practice guitar with built in
speaker

2613

2587

4 string childs ukulele

2588

8 string mandolin style acoustic instrument

Wide selection of collectable coins, some proofs
to include medallic first day covers and other
first edition coin sets
£80-120

2589

B&M London Jose Ferrer half size acoustic
guitar

2614

Brass ornament tin containing a variety of world
coins

2590

+VAT Tiger Music mic stand

2615

Bag containing a selection of collectable
Olympic and other 50 pence pieces

2591

6 piece drum set

2616

2592

Sanyo stereo music centre G1002 with a pair of
speakers and a collection of vinyl records

6x 50 pence pieces with collectable markings
including Jeremy Fisher, Benjamin Bunny and 4
others

2593

Pioneer DJ smart controller in box

2617

2594

Newmark and Denon CDJ controller unit and
mixer

Group of first day covers, stamps, books, etc
£40-60

2618

2595

Philips vacuum tube pre amplifier model
MCD908 together with micro theatre MCD908
DVD player and a pair of Philips MCD908
speakers with remote

Box containing various collectable cufflinks and
other items including a small ingot marked 999

2619

+VAT HP OfficeJet Pro 8022 printer

2620

Shelf comprising mostly reference material
books, publishers to include Sage, Elgar and
Oxford

2596

Pair of Bowers & Wilkins Nautilus 805 hi-fi loud
speakers with 1 having a damaged tweeter

2621

2597

Bowers and Wilkins speakers for repair to
include DM550 speaker, DM603 and 2 CDM7
special edition speakers for spares

Selection of hardback and paperback fiction
books, reference materials and other
autobiographies

2622

2598

Various CD's in plastic tray to include Elvis
Presley etc

Selection of hardback and paperback fiction
books, reference materials and other
autobiographies

2599

4 various Lladro figurines
£15-30

2623

Selection of graphic novels, comic books,
manga, etc

2600

3 Lladro ornaments to include 1 heavily
damaged
£15-30

2624

Selection of hardback and paperback
storybooks, autobiographies, etc

2625

2601

3 boxed Lladro items to include Heaven's
Lullaby, Flower Glaze and Parisian Afternoon
£15-30

Selection of hardback and paperback reference
material books, publishers to include Penguin,
Wiley and Rutledge

2626

12 volumes to include volumes 2-13 of The
Great War and a copy of Great Expectations by
Charles Dickens published by Oxford

2627

Selection of hardback and paperback books to
include various novels, autobiographies, etc

2602

4 Lladro ornaments to include swans and geese
£15-30

2603

Panasonic portable CD player with remote
control
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2628

Variety of childrens books, childrens annuals
and puzzle books to include Harry Potter, Roald
Dahl and others

3023

+VAT A bag containing Men's Underwear,
Socks, Swim Shorts and Gloves, including
Columbia, Puma, Calvin Klein

3001

+VAT A bag containing Men's clothing in various
sizes, including Gant Polo T Shirt, Adidas,
Tommy Hilfiger Shorts.

3024

+VAT A bag containing Ladies Underwear and
Socks in various sizes, including Elle, DKNY,
Carole Hochman, Puma

3002

+VAT A bag containing Ladies Clothing in
various sizes, including Champion, DKNY

3025

3003

+VAT A bag containing Men's Underwear,
Socks and Gloves in various sizes, including
Ralph Lauren, Puma, Columbia

+VAT A bag containing Men's Underwear,
Socks and Gloves in various sizes, including
Columbia, Calvin Klein, Puma, Pringle

3026

+VAT A bag containing Ladies Clothing in
various sizes, including DKNY, Calvin Klein

3004

+VAT A bag containing Oven Gloves and Tea
Towels

3027

+VAT A bag containing Ladies Loungewear in
various sizes

3005

+VAT 2x Snuggledown Fresh and Healthy
Pillows & 2x Sanderson Luxury Deep Filled
Pillows

3028

+VAT A bag containing Tea towels

3029

+VAT 2x Night Owl Junior Coverless Single
Duvets

3006

+VAT 2x Large Grey Patten Throws

3030

3007

+VAT A bag containing various sized White
Towels

+VAT A bag containing Kitchen Aid Oven
Gloves in Red & Grey

3031

3008

+VAT A bag containing various sized White
Towels

A bag containing Children's Clothing in various
sizes, including Minnie Mouse, Puma

3032

+VAT 2x Large Grey Weighted Blankets

3009

+VAT A bag containing Men's Clothing in
various sizes, including Superdry, Berghaus,
Fila

3033

+VAT A bag containing Ladies Underwear in
various sizes, including Elle, DKNY, Carole
Hochman

3010

+VAT 2x Large Beige Throws

3034

3011

+VAT 2x Large Grey Throws

+VAT A bag containing Ladies Clothing in
various sizes, including DKNY, Levis

3012

A bag containing Children's Clothing in various
sizes and a Paw Patrol Throw, including Puma
Hoodies and Levi Top

3035

+VAT A bag containing Ladies Clothing and
Loungewear in various sizes, including DKNY,
Champion

3013

A bag containing Childrens Clothing and
Character Hooded Towels in various sizes,
including Crocs size 3, Levis

3036

+VAT A bag containing Ladies Clothing and
Loungewear in various sizes, including DKNY,
Champion, Guess,

3014

A bag containing approx. 17x Boys Swim Sets in
various sizes

3037

3015

A bag containing 9x Children's Character
Hooded Towels, Elephant & Mermaid

+VAT A bag containing Ladies Clothing in
various sizes, including DKNY, Puma, Under
Armour

3038

+VAT A bag containing Men's Clothing in
various sizes, including, Lacoste, Champion,
Adidas, Fila

3039

+VAT A bag containing Men's Clothing in
various sizes, including Under Armour, Adidas

3040

+VAT A bag containing Men's clothing in various
sizes, including Armani Polo Shirt & Trousers,
Hugo Boss T Shirts, Ralph Lauren T Shirts.

3041

+VAT 3x Hotel Grand Pillows.

3042

+VAT 3x Hotel Grand Pillows.

3043

+VAT A bag containing KitchenAid Oven Gloves
in Grey & Red.

3016

A bag containing 9x Children's Character
Hooded Towels, Elephant & Mermaid

3017

+VAT 2x Large Beige Throws

3018

+VAT 3x Large Throws in various styles.

3019

+VAT 2x Large Leaf Patten Throws

3020

+VAT A bag containing various size and colour
Towels & Bath Mat

3021

+VAT A bag containing Ladies Clothing and
Loungewear in various sizes, including Under
Armour & DKNY

3022

+VAT A bag containing Men's Clothing in
various sizes, including Callaway, Crew Clothing
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3044

+VAT A bag containing Ladies Clothing and
Loungewear in various sizes, including Calvin
Klein, Tommy Jeans, DKNY.

3065

+VAT A bag containing 4x Men's Red Nike
Hoodies in XLarge.

3045

+VAT A bag containing various sized White
Towels

3066

+VAT A bag containing 5x Men's Red Nike
Hoodies, 4x XL & 1x XXL.

3046

+VAT A bag containing Men's & Ladies
Skechers in various styles & sizes

3067

+VAT A bag containing 12x Ladies Under
Armour Joggers in Burgundy in various sizes.

3047

+VAT A bag containing Men's Footwear in
various styles and sizes, including Sketchers,
Adidas, Flojos.

3068

+VAT A bag containing Men's Clothing in
various sizes, including Penguin, Nike, Puma

3069

+VAT A bag containing 7x Ladies Black Fila
Hoodies in various sizes.

3070

+VAT A bag containing Ladies Black Fila
Hoodies in various sizes

3071

+VAT A bag containing 15x Ladies Under
Armour Joggers in Blue in various sizes

3072

+VAT A bag containing Ladies Clothing &
Loungewear in various sizes, including Calvin
Klein, DKNY, Champion.

+VAT A bag containing Men's Underwear in
various sizes, including Ralph Lauren Polo,
Puma

3073

3051

+VAT A bag containing Men's Clothing in
various sizes, including Champion, Adidas,

+VAT A bag containing Men's Formal & Casual
Trousers in various colours and sizes

3074

3052

+VAT A bag containing Men's Clothing in
various sizes, including Callaway, Under Armour

+VAT A bag containing 14x Men's Navy
Trousers & 9x Men's Stone Shorts in various
sizes.

3053

+VAT 6x pairs of Men's Puma Trainers in Black
& White in various sizes.

3075

+VAT A bag containing 8x Men's Grey Nike
Joggers in XXL

3054

+VAT 2 boxes of Bed Linen in various sizes

3076

3055

+VAT A bag containing Men's Underwear in
various sizes, including Calvin Klein, Ralph
Lauren, Pengiun

+VAT A bag containing Men's Clothing in
various sizes, including Nike, Adidas, Fila
Berghaus

3077

+VAT A bag containing Ladies Clothing in
various sizes, including Calvin Klein, DKNY

3056

+VAT 2x The Comfy Original Oversized Hoodie
in Charcoal & Burgundy

3078

+VAT A bag containing Men's Casual Trousers
in various sizes in Green and Black

3057

A bag containing Children's Pyjama Sets in
various sizes

3079

+VAT A bag containing Ladies Loungewear in
various sizes.

3058

A bag containing Children's Clothing and
Blanket in various sizes, including Puma

3080

+VAT A bag containing Men's Kirkland Swim
Shorts in various sizes.

3059

+VAT A bag containing 5 Ladies Pink Adidas
Sweatshirts in Large and X Large.

3081

+VAT A box of Men's Penguin Underwear in
various sizes.

3060

+VAT A bag containing 5 Ladies Pink Adidas
Sweatshirts in X Large.

3082

+VAT A bag containing Skecher Trainers in
various styles and sizes.

3061

+VAT A bag containing 11x Blue Adidas
Training Tops in Large

3083

+VAT A bag containing Men's Shirts in various
styles and sizes.

3062

+VAT A bag containing 11x Blue Adidas
Training Tops in Large

3084

+VAT A bag containing 10x Ladies Beige
Champion Hoodies in various sizes.

3063

+VAT A bag containing Ladies Clothing &
Loungewear in various sizes, including DKNY,
Andrew Marc

3085

+VAT A bag containing 10x Ladies Beige
Champion Hoodies in various sizes.

3064

+VAT A bag containing 9x Men's Navy Adidas
Joggers in 2XLarge

3086

+VAT A bag containing 10x Ladies Beige
Champion Hoodies in various sizes.

3087

+VAT A bag containing 10x Ladies Purple
Champion Hoodies in various sizes

3048

+VAT A bag containing Men's Clothing in
various sizes, including, Callaway, Tommy
Hilfiger, Adidas, Gant.

3049

+VAT A bag containing Men's Clothing in
various sizes, including Lacoste, Tommy
Hilfiger, Crew Clothing, Levis, Puma

3050
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3088

+VAT A bag containing 10x Ladies Purple
Champion Hoodies in various sizes

3112

+VAT A bag containing 10x Men's Navy
Trousers in various sizes

3089

+VAT A bag containing 9x Ladies Purple
Champion Hoodies in Large.

3113

+VAT A bag containing 10x Men's Navy
Trousers in various sizes

3090

+VAT A bag containing 10x Sets of Ladies
Loungewear in various colours and sizes.

3114

3091

+VAT A bag containing 10x Sets of Ladies
Loungewear in various colours and sizes

+VAT A bag containing Ladies Clothing in
various sizes, including Calvin Klein, DKNY
Tommy Jean, Champion, Under Armour.

3115

3092

+VAT A bag containing 9x Ladies Champion
Hoodies in Green & Beige.

+VAT A bag containing 12xMen's Jach's New
York Navy Chino's in various sizes.

3116

+VAT A bag containing 10x Ladies Green
Champion Hoodies in various sizes.

+VAT A bag containing a large quantity Men's
Grey and Black T Shirts in various sizes.

3117

3094

+VAT A bag containing 5x pairs of Men's Puma
Golf Grip Sport Tech Trainers in various sizes

+VAT A bag containing Men's Shorts in various
styles and sizes.

3118

3095

+VAT A bag containing 5x pairs of Men's Puma
Golf Grip Sport Tech Trainers in various sizes

+VAT A bag containing Ladies Jumper Dresses
in various sizes and colours.

3119

+VAT A bag containing 4x pairs of Men's Puma
Trainers in various sizes, 3x Golf Grip Sport
Tech, 1x Electron Street

+VAT A bag containing Men's Trousers in
various styles and sizes.

3120

+VAT A bag containing 8x Ladies Grey Hoodies
in various sizes.

3097

+VAT A bag containing 2x Large Grey Throws.

3121

+VAT Boxed Gourmia digital air fryer

3098

+VAT A bag containing 2x Large Throws in Grey
and Beige and 1x Children's Blanket.

3122

+VAT Boxed Gourmia digital air fryer

3123

+VAT Boxed Gourmia digital air fryer

3099

3x pairs of Men's De Walt Boots in UK Size 12

3124

Boxed Gourmia digital air fryer

3100

+VAT A bag containing 2x pairs of Men's
Khombu Boots in UK 7 & 11

3125

+VAT Boxed digital Gourmia air fryer

3101

+VAT A bag containing 12x Callaway Polo T
Shirts in various sizes and colours.

3126

+VAT Boxed Gourmia digital air fryer

3127

+VAT Boxed Gourmia digital air fryer

3102

+VAT A bag containing 11x White Callaway
OPTI-DRI Polo T Shirts in various sizes

3128

+VAT Boxed 6.7L digital Gourmia air fryer

3103

+VAT A bag containing 11x White Callaway
OPTI-DRI Polo T Shirts in various sizes

3129

+VAT Boxed Gourmia 6.7L digital air fryer

3130

+VAT Boxed 6.7L Gourmia digital air fryer

3104

+VAT A bag containing 9x Callaway OPTI-DRI
Boudior Red Polo T Shirts in various sizes.

3131

+VAT Boxed 6.7L Gourmia digital air fryer

3105

+VAT A bag containing 6x Men's Columbia Half
Zip Fleece in XL & XXL in various colours.

3132

Boxed Gourmia digital air fryer

3133

+VAT Boxed 6.7L Gourmia digital air fryer

3093

3096

3106

+VAT A bag containing 7x Ladies Black Fila
Hoodies in various sizes

3134

+VAT Boxed 6.7L Gourmia digital air fryer

3107

+VAT A bag containing 7x Ladies Black Fila
Hoodies in various sizes

3135

+VAT Boxed Gourmia 6.7L digital air fryer

3136

+VAT Boxed Gourmia 6.7L digital air fryer

3108

+VAT A bag containing 7x Ladies Fila Hoodies
in Black & Grey in various sizes.

3137

Boxed Gourmia 5.7L digital air fryer

3138

+VAT 8 assorted Gourmia digital air fryers

3109

+VAT A bag containing 10x Sets of Ladies
Loungewear in various sizes.

3139

2 boxed Tassimo coffee machines

3110

+VAT A bag containing 10x Men's Navy
Trousers in various sizes

3140

+VAT 4 Assorted Instant Pot pressure cookers

3141

3111

+VAT A bag containing 10x Men's Navy
Trousers in various sizes

+VAT Box of stationery to include pencils,
paper, cello tape etc

3142

+VAT 2 boxes of assorted kitchen items to
include storage jars, glasses, bowls and utensils
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3143

+VAT Boxed Nescafe Dolce Gusto coffee
machine

3177

+VAT Boxed Tefal deep fat fryer

3144

+VAT Boxed Nescafe Dolce Gusto coffee
machine

3178

+VAT Boxed Tefal deep fat fryer

3179

+VAT Boxed Tefal deep fat fryer

3145

+VAT Boxed Nescafe Dolce Gusto coffee
machine

3180

Cool bag trolley plus a box of items to include
radios, Oven Pride cleaner etc

3146

+VAT Boxed Nescafe Dolce Gusto coffee
machine

3181

+VAT Box of The Rock saucepans

3182

3147

+VAT Boxed Sage coffee machine

+VAT Unboxed De'Longhi Magnifica Evo
espresso coffee machine

3148

+VAT Boxed Sage coffee machine

3183

3149

+VAT Boxed Sage coffee machine

+VAT Unboxed Delonghi Magnifica Evo coffee
machine

3184

+VAT Boxed Gourmia digital air fryer

3150

+VAT Boxed Sage coffee machine

3185

+VAT 5 Gourmia digital air fryers

3151

+VAT Boxed Instant Pot pressure cooker

3186

+VAT Box of washing up liquid

3152

+VAT 3 Kilner glass drink dispensers

3187

3153

+VAT Boxed Instant Pot fryer

+VAT Box of The Rock saucepans and frying
pans

3154

Boxed Instant Pot Gourmia crisper and air fryer

3188

3155

+VAT Boxed Instant dual air fryer

+VAT Bag of assorted items to include toilet
fresheners, balloons etc

3156

+VAT Boxed Sage smart oven air fryer

3189

+VAT Digital cordless phone set

3157

+VAT Boxed Gourmia 6.7L digital air fryer

3190

+VAT 3 sets of 4 stoneware bowls

3158

+VAT 6 assorted Gourmia digital air fryers

3191

+VAT Starfrit the Rock stock pot with lid

3159

Boxed Daewoo fryer

3192

+VAT Starfrit the Rock stock pot with lid

3160

+VAT Food saver

3193

+VAT Starfrit the Rock stock pot with lid

3161

+VAT Quantity of Sabatier plate racks and
folding laundry basket

3194

Wine stopper set

3195

Wine stopper set

3196

Wine stopper set

3197

+VAT Braun multi quick 9 food processor

3162

+VAT Box of assorted frying pans to include
Tramontina and The Rock

3163

+VAT 3 assorted air fryers and deep fat fryers

3198

+VAT Braun mini pimer 9 food processor

3164

+VAT Box of kitchen items to include toasters,
LED signs etc

3199

+VAT 2 boxes of lidded storage jars

3166

+VAT Boxed bamboo topped kitchen trolley

3200

+VAT Triple glass drinks dispenser

3167

+VAT Boxed Nespresso Vertuo coffee machine

3201

+VAT Breville sandwich toaster

3168

+VAT Boxed Nespresso Vertuo coffee machine

3202

+VAT Breville sandwich toaster

3169

+VAT Boxed Nespresso Vertuo coffee machine

3203

+VAT Crock pot

3170

+VAT Boxed Kenwood titanium chef baker stand
mixer

3204

Cook Works juice extractor

3205

Saeco coffee machine

3171

+VAT Boxed Sabatier plate rack

3206

Mini chocolate fountain

3172

Boxed Sabatier plate rack

3207

3173

+VAT Boxed Panasonic bread maker

+VAT Boxed set of Starfrit the Rock saucepans,
frying pans and sauté pans

3174

+VAT Boxed Tefal deep fat fryer

3208

3175

+VAT Boxed Tefal deep fat fryer

+VAT Boxed set of Starfrit the Rock saucepans,
frying pans and sauté pans

3209

3176

+VAT Boxed Tefal deep fat fryer

Collection of items to include coffee pot, coffee
machine. KitchenAid food processor, coffee
canisters and warming tray
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3210

+VAT 3 boxes of grip seal bags and a quantity of
Sharpie highlighter pens

3242

+VAT 2 boxed Eco Living soap dispensers

3211

+VAT Sage coffee machine

3243

+VAT 4 grey Hive desk organizers

3212

+VAT Sage coffee machine

3244

Boxed Sabatier plate rack

3213

+VAT Sage coffee machine

3245

+VAT Boxed De'Longhi coffee machine

3214

+VAT Boxed Tefal deep fat fryer

3246

+VAT Boxed De'Longhi Magnifica Evo coffee
machine

3215

+VAT Boxed under sink storage caddy and a
boxed shelf organiser

3247

+VAT Box of assorted items to include yoghurt
makers, phones, etc.

3216

+VAT 4 folding laundry baskets

3248

3217

3 bathroom scales

3 boxes of assorted items incl. mugs, storage
boxes and files

3218

Kenwood kitchen blender

3249

+VAT 5 assorted digital air fryers

3219

+VAT 3 boxes of September skin body products

3250

+VAT Cricut marker

3220

Banana storage boxes

3251

+VAT Box of assorted items incl. Philips Steam
& Go and food processors

3221

Aldi food processor

3252

+VAT Part bay of bathroom mats

3222

Fat fryer

3253

4 mini Woozoo fans

3223

+VAT Sabatier plate rack and coffee pod holder

3254

+VAT 2 Meaco fans

3224

+VAT Bay of assorted items to include blue ice
raspberry slush puppy flavourings, files etc

3255

+VAT Boxed T91 digital stand fan

3225

+VAT Multi drawer storage cabinet and some
storage boxes

3256

+VAT Boxed Boneco air shower fan

3257

+VAT Boneco fan

3226

+VAT 2 Nespresso coffee machines

3258

3227

+VAT Boxed Panier Pours stainless steel
barbeque basket and a set of chopping boards

+VAT Tefal saute pan and Tramontina frying
pan

3259

2 Philips Perfectcare compact irons

3228

+VAT Boxed Kenwood toaster

3260

+VAT Boxed Ultra Perfectcare Performance iron

3229

+VAT Quantity of Kirkland drawer string bin
bags and food saver

3261

2 boxed Ottlites

3262

+VAT Boxed Philips steam iron

3230

+VAT 2 Dualit toasters

3263

+VAT Philips iron

3231

+VAT Three 2 tier panier baskets

3264

Box of Phillips juice maker parts and mixer parts

3232

+VAT 3 boxed items incl. Rabbit wine set,
Thermo drinking bottles and Brita water filter

3265

3233

+VAT Philips Perfect Care Performer steam iron

+VAT Boxed Kenwood multi pro compact food
processor

3266

+VAT 6 Hotel Grand pillows

3234

+VAT Philips Perfect Care Aqua Pro Silence
iron

3267

+VAT Box of batteries

3235

+VAT Panasonic digital phone

3268

2 Tommy Tippee sterilisers

3236

+VAT Small bag of assorted batteries

3269

+VAT Box of thick bleach and laundry products

3237

+VAT Boxed Instant Pot pressure cooker

3270

+VAT Box of crayons

3238

+VAT Boxed Instant Pot pressure cooker

3271

Box of chrome stands

3239

+VAT Boxed Instant Pot Duo Gourmet pressure
cooker

3272

+VAT Box of Tefal and Starfrit the Rock frying
pans and sauce pans

3240

Boxed Goodmans alarm clock

3273

+VAT Sensible eco living 2 piece trash can set

3241

+VAT Boxed Instant Pot Duo Gourmet pressure
cooker

3274

+VAT Flat pack cat tray cat tree

3275

+VAT Boxed Meaco fan
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3276

+VAT Boxed Meaco fan

3310

+VAT Henry tug along vacuum with pipe and
pole

3277

+VAT Boxed Meaco fan

3278

+VAT Boxed Meaco fan

3311

+VAT Boxed Henry Micro vacuum

3279

+VAT Boxed Meaco fan

3312

Numatic international Hetty tug along vacuum
with pipe and pole

3280

+VAT Boxed Meaco fan

3313

Boxed NSA pedestal fan

3281

+VAT Boxed Meaco fan

3314

+VAT Boxed Shark floor mop

3282

+VAT Boxed Meaco fan

3315

+VAT Boxed Shark floor mop

3283

+VAT 2 Woozoo fans

3316

+VAT Boxed Shark floor mop

3284

+VAT 2 Woozoo fans

3317

+VAT Boxed Henry vacuum

3285

+VAT 2 boxed Woozoo fans

3318

3286

+VAT 2 boxed Woozoo fans

+VAT Pallet box of assorted Dyson accessories
and others

3287

+VAT 2 boxed Woozoo fans

3319

+VAT Boxed Nespresso coffee machine

3288

+VAT 2 boxed Woozoo fans

3320

+VAT NSA pedestal fan

3289

+VAT Boxed Woozoo fan

3321

+VAT NSA pedestal fan

3290

+VAT 3 unboxed WooZoo fans

3322

+VAT NSA pedestal fan

3291

+VAT 3 boxed Xpelair fans

3323

+VAT NSA pedestal fan

3292

+VAT Dual position wall fan

3324

+VAT NSA pedestal fan

3293

Robotic vacuum cleaner with charger and
remote

3325

+VAT Omni Breeze tower fan

3326

+VAT Boxed tilt tower fan

3294

Bosch Athelete 25.2v vacuum

3327

+VAT Boxed tilt tower fan

3295

+VAT Boxed Shark corded stick vacuum

3328

+VAT Princess tower fan

3296

+VAT Boxed Airpod bladeless fan

3329

+VAT NSA Ultra Cool tower fan

3297

+VAT Boxed Aircraft Powerglide floor cleaner

3330

Vax platinum power max carpet cleaner

3298

+VAT Boxed Aircraft Powerglide floor cleaner

3331

+VAT Rug Doctor upright carpet cleaner

3299

+VAT Boxed Aircraft Powerglide floor cleaner

3332

Dyson DC07 upright vacuum

3300

+VAT Samsung stick cordless vacuum

3333

+VAT Sebo upright vacuum

3301

+VAT Samsung Jet 70 Series cordless stick
vacuum, boxed

3334

Pedal bin

3302

+VAT Boxed Samsung Jet 90 Series cordless
stick vacuum

3335

+VAT Venom heat and vibration belt

3336

+VAT Wahl hair cutter

3337

+VAT Wahl hair cutter

3338

+VAT Lego flower displays

3339

Box of Inito perfume and box Black Afgano
perfume

3303

+VAT Boxed Samsung Jet 70 Series cordless
stick vacuum

3304

+VAT Dyson DC35 multi floor cordless vacuum

3305

+VAT 3 Hoover Handy 700 stick vacuums

3306

Boxed 12" floor fan and pedestal fan

3340

Vital Baby electric breast pump with accessories

3307

+VAT Miele tug along vacuum with pipe and
head

3342

2 pots of Mannuka honey

3343

Boxed set of No.7 makeup brushes

3308

+VAT 3 assorted vacuums incl. all floor and pet
hoover vacuum and Bissell cordless vacuum

3344

3309

+VAT Box of assorted vacuum accessories

Quantity of perfumes inc. Obssession, Euphoria,
Calvin Klein, and face creams

3345

+VAT Quantity of scarves and fabric
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3346

+VAT Quiz bridal white pearl diamanté sphere
ball clutch bag

3375

+VAT American Tourister spinner suitcase in
black

3347

+VAT Sabatier knife block and knives

3376

3348

Cased knife set

+VAT American Tourister spinner suitcase in
black

3349

+VAT Waterpik tooth flosser

3377

+VAT American Tourister spinner suitcase in
black

3350

+VAT Massage gun

3378

+VAT Large folded futon mattress

3351

+VAT Phillips hair remover

3379

+VAT 2 holdalls

3352

+VAT Phillips hair remover

3380

+VAT 7 Hotel Grande pillows

3353

+VAT Phillips hair remover

3381

+VAT Quantity of toilet rolls

3354

+VAT Phillips hair remover

3382

+VAT Quantity of energy drinks

3355

+VAT Phillips clothes steamer

3383

+VAT 10 boxes of demerara sugar sticks

3356

+VAT Phillips clothes steamer

3384

+VAT 2 bags of Crusteez pancake mix

3357

+VAT Phillips clothes steamer

3385

+VAT Box of drinks containers

3358

+VAT American Tourister wheeled rucksack

3386

+VAT Box of drinks containers

3359

Black suitcase

3387

3360

+VAT American Toursiter spinner suitcase in
blue

+VAT Small American Tourister spinner suitcase
in blue

3388

3361

+VAT Boxed Samsonite suitcase

+VAT Small American Tourister spinner suitcase
in blue

3362

+VAT Samsonite spinner suitcase in black

3389

+VAT Disney spinner suitcase in black with
white dots

3363

+VAT American Tourister spinner suitcase in
blue

3390

+VAT Small Disney spinner suitcase in white
with black dots

3364

+VAT American Tourister spinner suitcase in
blue

3391

+VAT Skyways Luggage spinner suitcase in
grey

3365

+VAT American Tourister spinner suitcase in
blue

3392

+VAT American Tourister spinner suitcase in
orange

3366

+VAT American Tourister spinner suitcase in
light blue

3393

+VAT American Tourister spinner suitcase in
blue

3367

+VAT American Tourister spinner suitcase in
light blue

3394

+VAT American Tourister suitcase in black

3368

+VAT American Tourister spinner suitcase in
light blue

3395

+VAT American Tourister suitcase in black

3396

+VAT American Tourister suitcase in black

3369

+VAT American Tourister spinner suitcase in
light blue

3397

+VAT Boxed Samsonite spinner suitcase in
black

3370

+VAT American Tourister spinner suitcase in
light blue

3398

+VAT Boxed Samsonite spinner suitcase in
black

3371

+VAT American Tourister spinner suitcase in
black

3399

+VAT 5 boxes of thermal paper

3372

+VAT American Tourister spinner suitcase in
black

3400

Large quantity of A3 paper

3401

+VAT 5 thermal lunchbags, quantity of holdalls
and wheeled cart

3402

+VAT Titan Deep Freeze rucksack

3403

+VAT Titan Deep Freeze rucksack

3404

+VAT 2 Titan Deep Freeze rucksacks

3373
3374

+VAT American Tourister spinner suitcase in
black
+VAT American Tourister spinner suitcase in
black
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3405

+VAT Tefal fryer

3437

3 x pairs of boxed children's shoes: 1 x Angel's
Face sparkle shoes size UK 2.5; 1 x Clarks pink
sandals; 1 x Lacoste baby canvas shoes size
UK 1

3406

Quantity of battery operated LED rose branches

3407

+VAT 6 boxes of multi purpose cleaning wipes

3408

+VAT 6 boxes of multi purpose cleaning wipes

3438

3409

+VAT 4 assorted pillows inc. Dormeo and
Sandersons

+VAT Bamboo lap tray and 2 Klass bamboo
duck boards

3439

+VAT Avemli 8ft x 25" garden pool

3410

+VAT Heated throw and one other throw

3440

3411

+VAT 3 boxes of real techniques makeup
brushes

Box containing craft items to include cards,
tapes, bubblefront, etc

3441

3412

Box of USB smart heated vests

Box of assorted childrens sleep items and non
slip mats

3413

+VAT 4 boxes of 24-pairs craft scissors

3442

+VAT 3 assorted pillows to include Hotel Grand
and Comf

3414

+VAT 12 boxes of hand sanitisers

3443

3415

+VAT 12 boxes of sticky labels

Bag containing two 6LT spin Jarvis Walker
fishing rods

3416

+VAT Single box of life preserving armbands

3444

+VAT Quantity of bamboo bedside trays

3417

+VAT 5 large boxes of Finish Powerball
dishwasher tablets

3445

+VAT 2 throws, Kally body pillow, mattress
pillow protector set and a foam pillow

3418

2 boxes of boxed sets of makeup

3446

+VAT 2 dog beds

3419

+VAT 2 boxes of sanitary towels

3447

2 grey Venetian blinds

3420

+VAT Box of assorted items inc. mouse traps,
fabric, room fresheners etc,.

3448

2 Dunelm white Venetian blinds

3449

2 Dunelm white Venetian blinds

3450

2 Dunelm Venetian blinds in grey

3451

2 roller blinds in grey

3452

Quantity of curtain rails and poles

3453

+VAT King size 10.5 tog duvet

3421

4 boxes of items inc. wooden planters, fishing
rods, candlesticks

3422

Bag of cuddly toys

3423

3 bags of assorted items inc. drinks bottles, toys,
laptop tables, books, rolled paper etc

3424

Large quantity of Ninja Warrior socks

3454

+VAT 6 pet cooling mats

3425

+VAT Box of laundry baskets, bags, filter coffee
etc.

3455

+VAT Quantity of Dorma bedding

3456

3426

+VAT Quantity of masks

+VAT Quantity of NeatFreak coat hangers and
storage boxes

3427

+VAT Boxed Rock suitcase

3457

+VAT Set of check curtains

3428

+VAT Boxed Rock suitcase

3458

+VAT Quantity of coolbags

3429

4 boxes of assorted items inc. photo frames,
glass holders, tags

3459

Box of khaki shorts

3460

Quantity of foam covered rod

3430

+VAT Bag of mens shorts

3461

+VAT 4 boxes of cushion liners

3431

+VAT Bag of mens shorts

3462

Boxed click together tubular frame

3432

+VAT Bag of mens jeans

3463

+VAT Box of Shark steam mops

3433

+VAT Bag of mens shorts

3464

3434

+VAT Bag of assorted items inc. light bulbs,
marker pens, water filters etc.

+VAT Boxed Meaco pedestal fan and a boxed
Meaco room air circulating fan

3465

G-Tech air ram vacuum, no power supply

3435

+VAT Box of paper drink cups

3466

+VAT Air Ram cordless vacuum (no charger)

3436

Selection of denim wear to include BDG, Pretty
Little Thing, River Island, Diesel, etc

3467

+VAT Shark Duo Clean stick vacuum cleaner
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3468

+VAT Shark Duo Clean stick vacuum cleaner

3500

+VAT Box of assorted foods to include
chocolate, teabags, coffee, etc

3469

Dyson DC24 upright vacuum

3470

Upright vacuum cleaner

3501

+VAT Large bag of toiletries including sun
protection, essential oils, body wash, cleanser,
hair products, oils, balms, serums etc

3471

+VAT Boxed multi 3 in 1 heater cooler fan and
another unboxed

3472

+VAT 5 assorted suitcases

3502

+VAT Large bag of toiletries including hair
products, lubricant, lotions, self tan lotions, body
wash, oils, serums, balms, body wash etc

3473

+VAT Small spinner suitcase in purple

3474

+VAT Large spinner suitcase in black grey effect

3503

+VAT Large bag of branded toiletries including
Calvin Klein, Garnier, e.l.f, Revolution, L'Oreal,
Revlon and many more

3475

+VAT Large spinner suitcase in grey

3476

+VAT Large American Tourister spinner
suitcase in black

3504

+VAT Large bag of toiletries & gift sets including
hair care, body wash, lubricant, cleanser,
serums, balms, oils etc

3477

+VAT Large spinner suitcase in grey

3478

+VAT Large spinner suitcase in grey

3505

+VAT Selection of makeup brush sets including
Real Techniques and KJH

3479

+VAT Half bay of Sealey inflatable mattresses

3506

3480

+VAT 6 pairs of Mari Lya ladies trainers in sizes
36-41

+VAT Bath salts, fragranced soaps, Seamoss
etc

3507

3481

+VAT 6 small pedal bins

+VAT Wahl 5 Star Finale razor, Gillette and
other replacement razor heads and cut throat
razor

3482

3 pairs of gauntlets

3508

3483

Bag of crocheted hats and other items

3484

Quantity of mens shirts

+VAT Selection of hair decorations including
clips, slides, scrunchies, bonnet caps, hair brush
etc

3509

3485

Quantity of mens shirts

3486

Quantity of mens shirts

+VAT Large bag of toiletries including toner, sun
protection, face wash, body wash, hair care
products, wax strips, air freshener, balms, oils
and more

3487

+VAT 2 boxed TriStar air coolers

3510

3488

+VAT 2 boxed TriStar air coolers

3489

+VAT 60 boxes of Finish Powerball dishwasher
tablets

+VAT Large bag of toiletries including self tan,
moisturizer, hair care products, deodorant, body
wash, bubble bath, conductive gel, balms,
serums etc

3490

+VAT Half bay of mixed items to include dog
food, hand sanitizer, masks, etc

3511

+VAT Bag containing face & feet masks,
collegen eye masks, heat pads, beauty product
samples, fragrance samples etc

3491

+VAT Box of sunglasses

3512

+VAT Selection of assorted toiletries

3492

+VAT Box of food storage jars

3513

3493

+VAT Box containing medical supplies inc.
slings, masks, wipes etc.

3494

2 boxes of teeth whitening gel and a box of
aftercare Keratin conditioner

+VAT Large bag of beauty products including
makeup bags & brushes, false eyelashes, false
nails & nail art, makeup sponges, fake tattoos,
nail brush and more

3514

+VAT Large bag of branded toiletries including
Joop!, KEYS, No. 7, L'Oreal, Garnier, Ted
Baker, Redken, Paula's Choice and more

3495

Box of books

3496

+VAT Igloo coolbox

3515

3497

+VAT Large box of jiffy bags, 3 boxes of NHN
assessment books and a box of childrens
reference books

+VAT Selection of human & man-made wigs
including Milk + Blush, Easilocks etc

3516

+VAT 2 x Anita Breast 1151X Form/Prosthesis
Amica Super Soft Lightweight Size 6/85 and
Scarban C-Section recovery kit

3517

+VAT Large bag of branded toiletries including
REN, Muglar, Arbonne, Issey Miyake,
Sanctuary, Liz Earle, Wella and more

3498

+VAT Box of assorted wash products

3499

Large box of books
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3518

+VAT One Blade, Nuts and other hair trimmers,
manicure sets, nails scissors & clippers,
tweezers etc

3519

+VAT Selection of assorted cosmetics including
Fenty, Kylie, Maybelline, Revlon, Terry,
Sheglam and others

3520

+VAT Dolce & Gabbana K eau de parfum 150ml
& Paloma Picasso eau de parfum 50ml

3521

+VAT Jo Loves White Rose & Lemon Leaves
hand & body lotion 200ml & Estee Lauder
Bronze Goddess eau de parfum 50ml

3522

+VAT Large bag of toiletries including Saline
eye wash, Argan oil, essential oils, body wash,
hair care products, after sun, self tan, serums,
balms, moisturizers etc

3523

+VAT Large assorted selection of 'The Ordinary'
beauty products

3524

+VAT Large bag of toiletries including hair care
products, tanning mousse, sun protection,
serum, moisturizers, body butter, wound spray,
deodorant and more

3538

+VAT Selection of toiletry gift sets including
Revolution, Ted Baker, Nails Inc etc

3539

+VAT Oral B Pro570, Pro 1 & Pro Expert
toothbrush sets, toothbrushes, replacement
heads, inter-dental brushes, whitening strips,
toothpaste, dental floss and other dental care
products

3540

+VAT Quantity of assorted cosmetics including
Rimmel, Max Factor, Sheglam, Morphie etc

3541

+VAT Selection of branded toiletries including
Bobbi Brown, Elemis, Clarins, Clinique, Tropic,
Rituals and others

3542

+VAT Large selection of branded cosmetics
including NARS, MAC, Charlotte Tilbury, Bobbi
Brown, Trinity, Revolution and more

3543

+VAT Pokémon Celebrations Ultra Premium
Collection, Celebration Lance's Charizard
Collection, Radiant Eevee Premium Collection
and 2 other packs of Pokémon trading cards

3544

+VAT Large selection of collectable Pokémon
trading cards

3525

+VAT 8 various size Trulife Active Flow breast
forms

3545

+VAT Large quantity of Deckmaster Magic The
Gathering trading cards

3526

+VAT Bag of assorted beauty products including
false eyelashes, false nails & nail art, cotton
wool, makeup bags, sleep masks, shower caps,
makeup brushes etc

3546

+VAT 13 Pokemon collectable trading cards in
hard plastic cases including Base Ii Charizard
Holo, Greninja Black Star, Ancient Mew, Base II
Venusaur Holo, Ninetales etc

3527

+VAT Selection of assorted sanitary ware, face
& feet masks, collagen masks, lip balms etc

3547

3528

+VAT Selection of 'The Ordinary' beauty
products

+VAT Selection of collectable trading cards &
storage wallets including Yu-Gi-Oh!,
Warhammer, Panini Black gold soccer &
Contenders of football, DC Batman movie etc

3529

+VAT Hair brushes, combs, hair decorations
including clips, bands, scrunchies, etc

3548

3530

+VAT Revolax Fine, Deep & Sub-Q with
Lidocaine

+VAT Spooner balance board, training cones,
pop up goal, rugby & footballs, mini snooker
balls, knee pads, climbing wall holds etc

3549

3531

+VAT Selection of synthetic & human hair wigs
& hair pieces

+VAT Selection of soft cuddly toys and baby
comforters

3550

3532

+VAT 5kg bag of Westlab Himalayan bath salts

+VAT Poleconomy board game, Rummikub
Classic, Aerobie and 6 various sized jigsaws

3551

3533

+VAT Selection of synthetic & human hair wigs
& hair pieces

+VAT Fancy dress costumes, hats, wigs and
accessories

3552

3534

+VAT Quantity of wet wipes

3535

+VAT Selection of wax melts, scented candles,
fragrance soaps, bath salts, hand wash etc

+VAT 13 games including Twilight Struggle,
Garden dominoes, Kinetic Sand, Magnetic
fashion game, Dobble, Melissa & Doug See &
Spell etc

3536

+VAT Large bag of branded toiletries including
Trinity, Verso, Garnier, L'Oreal, Redkin, Elvive,
W7 and more

3553

+VAT 14 games including Where's Spot?, LOL
Tweens, Kinetic Sand, The Big One!, Nerf Aeor
Hover, Fingerlings etc

3537

+VAT Heated hair brush, hair straighteners, hair
trimmers, blackhead vacuum, Elvie breast
pump, eyelash curlers, manicure sets, Epilator,
derma rollers, Halo mask etc

3554

+VAT Highlander Shark sleeping bag, Disney
Mickey Mouse backpack, 2 Minion coffee mugs
& water bottle, 3 x One Hotspur bum bag kits,
Arsenal tote bag, Nintendo game boy sleeve etc
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3555

+VAT Selection of inflatable rings, balls, air
beds, garden pools and camping sleeping pad

3556

+VAT 9 Sealed Lego kits including Infinity Saga
Gauntlet, Speed Champions, Star Wars,
Minecraft and others

3557

3558

3559

+VAT Large bag of novelty toys, foil door
curtains, fantasy figurers, My little ponies, Shark
water jet, balloons, stickers etc
+VAT 12 games including Scrabble, Knights &
Dragons, Ludo, Jenga, Jigsaws, Junk Yard
Drummer etc
+VAT 9 Pop! vinyl collectable figures including
Stretch Armstrong, Gunther, Logan, Betty
Draper etc

3560

+VAT 4 x Pop! vinyl Batman Art Series
collectable figures No.s 1 - 4

3561

+VAT Selection of playing carding including
Cards Against Disney, Tarot, Uno, Monopoly,
Sensory and more

3562

+VAT Harrods 2006 Teddy Bear, Hamleys
Elephant, TY Halo II and other soft cuddly toys

3563

+VAT Large bag of art & craft including artists
paints, colouring pens, pencils, clay, kits, Beano
activity magazines, party accessories, Learn to
Spell & Count, notebooks and more

3564

+VAT Action Man Special Forces set and 5
Transformer sets including Autobot Bumblebee,
Autobot Commander, Dinobot Desert Warrior
etc

3565

+VAT Selection of games including Battle of
Britain, Doggle Books, Master Magicians, Can
Toss, Rubik's Cube, jigsaw etc

3566

+VAT Selection of toys including Trolls World
Tour, Pets Magnetic Scene, Poppers game,
folding drone, Robo Alive lizard, Cyber pet etc

3567

+VAT Steiff Mohair Zotty bear, Pokémon,
Jellycat and other soft cuddly toys and doll

3568

+VAT Fancy dress costumes, masks, hats and
accessories

3569

+VAT Artful oil paints, Arteza artists colouring
pens, recycled coloring pens, chalk, activity
books, reading books, craft packs & accessories

3570

+VAT Goal keeper gloves, swimming goggles,
skipping ropes, bump caps, football net,
badminton set, scooter wheels etc

3571

+VAT Realistic looking dolls and soft cuddly toys

3572

+VAT Selection of games including Giggle
Wiggle, Drinking Tumbling Tower, Game
Bounce, Melisa & Doug Thirst Quencher,
jigsaws etc
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3573

+VAT Selection of toys & games including Giant
Dominoes, Trunk of Drunk, Stickle Bricks,
Drone, Match 4, Garden Quoits etc

3574

+VAT Toy Story Buzz Lightyear and Zurg figures

3575

+VAT Quantity of Tottenham Hotspur bum bag
gift sets and drawstring bag gift sets

3576

+VAT 5 Pop! vinyl collectable figures including
Star Wars Die Cast Darth Vader, Captain
Marvel, Stranger Things Eleven, Groot etc

3577

+VAT 4 x Haribo Goldbears Jelly Mood Lights,
Peppa Pig colouring sets, Swimming Pool,
Safety helmet etc

3578

+VAT Man City & Arsenal merchandise packs,
Simon Air, Gel Ball blaster, 5 Second Rule
game, Rubiks cube, garden inflatables etc

3579

+VAT Disney Alice In Wonderland doll, Disney
Animations Frozen set, 2013 Postman Pat, cat &
postal van, 1992 Hasbro Transformers Megatron
tank figure and Thunderbird 2 model

3580

+VAT Selection of Warhammer model kits,
magazines & model parts, Vallego model paints,
Corgi Spitfire & Messerchmitt plane model kit
etc

3581

+VAT Pet toys, microfiber cloths and Jellycat
soft toys

3582

+VAT Paw Patrol sticker set, inflatables, Hot
Wheels vehicles, Kalimba musical instrument
etc

3583

+VAT Large bag of novelty toys, card games,
toy house furniture, flying ring etc

3584

+VAT 5 packs Hornby Dublo straight rails, Corgi
James Bond Aston Martin, 6 x Datsun Li'l
Hustler model vehicles etc

3585

+VAT Subbuteo table top soccer teams, balls,
nets & hand book, Only Fools & Horses Bobble
Buddies figures etc

3586

+VAT Pokémon Elite Training Box Shining
Fates and Pokémon Elite Trainer Box Astral
Radiance

3587

+VAT Selection of collectable trading cards
including Deckmaster Magic The Gathering, YuGi-Uh!, Match Attax, Cardfight Vanguard and
more

3588

+VAT Selection of Pokémon trading cards

3589

+VAT 4 x hard cased Pokémon collectable
trading cards : 2006 Charizard, 2000 Quilava &
2 x Totodile

3590

+VAT Selection of various sized picture frames
and frame edges
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3591

+VAT Tie on bench cushion, Bombay Duck
cushion and Faux mink throw

3618

+VAT Vileda Turbo 2 in 1 micro fibre mop &
bucket

3592

+VAT Elho easy watering system planter

3619

3593

+VAT Lego 76949 Jurassic World kit (sealed)

+VAT Flat pack wardrobe & shelf unit and 20
wooden hangers

3594

+VAT Inflatable lounge chair with footstool and
16" stand fan

3620

+VAT Hot food delivery bag, Vango Adventure 5
Standard camping air bed and camping mat

3595

+VAT Sun lounger cushion, outdoor waterproof
cushion and single sleeping bag

3621

+VAT 3 Octopus soft toys

3622

+VAT Sun Club rectangular pool 120" x 72" x
20"

3623

+VAT 2 x Intex Krystal Clear Pool solar mats
and Coleman extra durable single airbed

3596

+VAT 10cm mattress topper king size

3597

+VAT Pack of 4 pillows

3598

+VAT Elho easy watering system planter

3624

+VAT Bestway Flowclear filter pump

3599

+VAT Large non slip multi colour mat, Chunky
Knit throw and pack of 2 large bath towels

3625

+VAT 16" flat pack pedestal fan in grey and 2
paraffin lanterns

3600

+VAT Electric hot plate and 2 self assembly
shelf racks

3626

+VAT Kids stress funny face punch ball, Scooter
and Minecraft Ultimate Ender Dragon kit

3601

+VAT 2010g tub of Whey advanced protein
powder

3627

3602

+VAT Amms wall clock, Rainberg potty training
seal and step stool

+VAT Henry Pro accessory kit, Dyson body
replacement part, 2 Bladeless neck fans and
picture frame

3628

+VAT 2 Easy Sleeper pillows and O'melon
Omega therapy LED light

3629

+VAT 2 grey waste bins and Wok & Stand set

3630

+VAT Large quantity of paint an animal craft
kits, A2 protecta file wallet and cot mattress

3603

+VAT Ikea Antilop baby high chair

3604

+VAT Retro colors mechanical kitchen scales
and juice extractor

3605

+VAT M&S pack of 2 simply soft bounce back
pillows

3631

3606

+VAT M&S pack of 2 simply soft bounce back
pillows

+VAT Roamers Blind Eye brogues size 10
(some signs of use)

3632

+VAT Tod's Polacco suede boots size 10

3607

+VAT 4 x Izabela Peters 'bird' design cushions

3633

+VAT 11 pairs of used shoes

3608

+VAT Silver partridge ornament, 4 pumpkins,
wicker basket and 2 cushion inner pads

3634

+VAT Jordan 4 Retro Union Off Noir size 9
(signs of use)

3609

+VAT Electric pump blow up bed, camping stool,
piece of astro turf and parasol

3635

+VAT Bag of 7 pairs of used shoes

3610

+VAT Bestway Fast set fill and rise pool 2.44m

3636

+VAT Salomon X Ultra 4 GTX womens boots
size 7.5 (used)

3611

+VAT 50L swing bin and 2 natural wood top side
tables

3637

+VAT 12 pairs of used shoes

3612

+VAT 10 packs of 10 plastic champagne flutes
and quantity of Febreze Cotton Fresh diffuser
refills

3638

+VAT Bag of 5 pairs of assorted shoes

3639

+VAT Bag of 11 used shoes

3640

+VAT Bag of 9 pairs of assorted shoes

3641

5 pairs of childrens Mayoral shoes - 2 size 9.5, 2
size 10.5 and 1 size 10

3642

+VAT adidas Yeezy Boost 350 V2 Zebra size
9.5 (used)

3613

+VAT Tacklife metal detector Model MMD02
and backpack

3614

+VAT Large cool bag backpack

3615

+VAT Pack of 2 M&S supremely washable
pillows

3643

+VAT La Moda boots size 6

3616

+VAT 4 packs of 56 Simple Solution puppy
training pads

3644

+VAT Salomon boots size 10.5 (used)

3617

+VAT Slush Puppy slush maker

3645

Adidas Grand Court K childrens trainers size 3

3646

+VAT Castañer sandals size EU 38 (used)
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3647

+VAT Nike Dunk Low Retro White Black Panda
size 6 (box damage)

3675

+VAT Jonak Paris sandales size EU 38

3648

+VAT Nike Dunk Low Disrupt Coconut Milk
womens trainers size 3

3676

+VAT Adidas Yeezy Boost 350 V2Semi Frozen
Yellow size 8.5 (used)

3649

+VAT Hoka One One Arahi 5 Wide womens
trainers size 8

3677

7 x pairs of children's footwear in various
colours, styles and sizes (some with signs of
wear), to include Crocs, Havaianas (boxed) and
Bloch tap shoes

3650

+VAT Jeffery West Jung Skull Snaffle loafers
size 10

3651

+VAT Nike City Trainer 3 womens trainers size 3

3678

+VAT 2 x pairs of trainers (signs of wear); 1 x Y3 in white, size UK 8; 1 x Air Jordan hi top in
white/grey, size UK 9

3652

+VAT Tommy Hilfiger Annie Desert Sky trainers
size EU 39

3679

+VAT 4 x pairs of footwear in various colours,
styles and sizes, including 5 x pairs of black
trainer socks

3653

+VAT FootJoy Pro SL size 8

3654

+VAT Puma Ralph Sampson Mid x Hello Kitty
size 5.5 (used)

3680

+VAT 5 x pairs of shoes in various colours,
styles and sizes

3655

+VAT Adidas Ozweego Bliss Knit size 11 (signs
of use)

3681

+VAT 2 x pairs of ladies black boots, plus 2 x
pairs of slippers, various sizes

3656

+VAT Timberland boots size 7 (signs of use)

3682

3657

+VAT Ugg sandals size 7 (some signs of use)

+VAT 1 x pair of men's leather loafer shoes in
black by Santoni, size 7.5

3658

+VAT 2 pairs of Ego heels size 6

3683

1 x pair of safety footwear by Delta Plus in black,
size UK 7

3659

+VAT 2 pairs of PrettyLittleThing shoes size 4
and 7

3684

+VAT 1 x pair of pink platform boots (slight signs
of wear)

3660

+VAT Schuh Vertigo espadrilles size 4 and a
pair of ASOS chunky flat sandals size 4

3685

3661

+VAT Jordan 1 Mid Banned 2020 size 10.5

3662

+VAT Adidas Duramo 10 womens trainers size 6

+VAT 2 x pairs of Bloch black tap shoes, sizes
UK 3 & UK 2.5, plus 5 x pairs of Bloch pink
leather ballet shoes, sizes 7B, 8B, 8.5B (x2) &
9B

3663

+VAT 2 pairs of Faith Chloe court shoes size 5
and 6

3686

2 x pairs of Bloch black tap shoes, sizes UK 3 &
UK 2.5, plus 5 x pairs of Bloch pink leather ballet
shoes, sizes 7B, 8B, 8.5B (x2) & 9B

3664

15 pairs of childrens shoes (one showing signs
of wear)

3687

+VAT 2 x pairs of long black boots, plus 1 x pair
of white boots; various sizes & styles

3665

+VAT Bag of 11 pairs of assorted shoes

3688

3666

+VAT Bag of 14 pairs of assorted shoes (1 with
signs of use)

+VAT 4 x pairs of footwear, various colours,
styles & sizes

3689

+VAT 3 x pairs of footwear; 1 x men's brown
shoes, size UK 12, 1 x ladies black shoes, size
5, plus a pair of slippers, size M/L

3667

+VAT Bag of 12 pairs of assorted shoes

3668

+VAT Bag of 9 pairs of assorted shoes and
various footwear accessories

3690

3669

+VAT Bag of 13 pairs of assorted sandals and
slippers

+VAT 4 x pairs of Crocs, various colours, styles
& sizes

3691

3670

+VAT Bag of 7 pairs of used shoes

+VAT 6 x pairs of sliders/beach shoes in various
colours, styles & sizes

3692

3671

+VAT Christian Louboutin Pigalle 100 patent
heels size EU 38 (used)

+VAT 6 x pairs of sliders/Havaianas in various
colours, styles & sizes

3672

+VAT Pallet box of assorted used shoes (some
odd pairs)

3693

+VAT 9 x pairs of heeled sandals in various
colours, styles & sizes

3694

3673

Toe Guard safety boots size 5

+VAT 12 x pairs of flat sandals in various
colours, styles & sizes

3674

+VAT Bag of 5 pairs of shoes (some showing
signs of use)

3695

+VAT 1 x pair of Moretta Pietra riding boots, size
UK 4 (boxed - note box size does not match
actual boot size)
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3696

+VAT Rossignol Rapide Pearly women's ski
jacket, eclipse, size small, euro 36 (hanging)

3719

+VAT Radley London travel exclusive on an
adventure tote bag

3697

+VAT Rossignol Rapide Pearly women's ski
jacket, eclipse, size XS, euro 34 (hanging)

3720

+VAT Polo Ralph Lauren puffer jacket in black
size large signs of wear (hanging)

3698

+VAT Rossignol Rapide Pearly women's ski
jacket, amoco, size XS, euro 34 (hanging)

3721

+VAT Tom Ford sleeveless puffer jacket in navy
size unknown - signs of wear (hanging)

3699

+VAT Carlo Pignatelli Cerimonia three piece suit
with matching neck tie in black with sequined
lapels, Euro size 52 (hanging)

3722

+VAT Lauren Ralph Lauren ladies leopard print
denim jacket size small - signs of wear (hanging)

3723

3700

+VAT Helly Hansen crew hooded midlayer
jacket in grey fog, size large (hanging)

+VAT Roberto Cavalli ladies tiger print jeans
size small - signs of wear (hanging)

3724

3701

+VAT Bag containing large amount (approx 3540) of light blue Fruit of the Loom polo shirts,
size medium

+VAT Tommy Hilfiger ladies viscose 3/4 sleeve
midi shirt dress size 36 (hanging)

3725

+VAT Michael Kors padded jacket in black size
medium - signs of wear (hanging)

3702

+VAT Oas White Machu terry shirt in red and
white, size medium (hanging)

3726

3703

+VAT Large selection of Missguided clothing
and accessories in various styles and sizes

+VAT Large selection of used designer clothing
to include Campione, Tommy Hilfiger, Lacoste,
etc

3727

+VAT Pallet containing mixed clothing

3704

+VAT Approximately 30 Urban Outfitters Love
Triangle blue & white dresses various sizes

3728

+VAT Anita Cares. 1020 X single breast form
size 7 / 90 in box

3705

+VAT Selection of Torrid clothing in various
styles and sizes

3729

+VAT Purdey men's cord classic fit trousers in
ginger size 40 (bagged)

3706

+VAT Selection of The Ragged Priest clothing in
various styles and sizes

3730

Young Versace medusa tee in nero gold size
small with flannels bag

3707

+VAT Selection of Fla+Loom clothing in various
styles

3731

+VAT Selection of Gusari shorts in various
styles with boxes

3708

+VAT Selection of N.Peal London cashmere
knitwear in various styles

3732

+VAT Selection of Zara and Sister Companies
clothing in various styles

3709

+VAT Selection of Mott & Bow clothing in
various styles

3733

+VAT Selection of swimwear in various styles

3710

+VAT 4 Hebeos evening dresses in pastel
yellow various sizes

3734

+VAT Selection of Shein clothing in various
styles

3711

+VAT Large selection of Spikeball O.S.A Europe
t-shirts in white

3735

+VAT Selection of denim wear to include Levi,
Superdry, Burtons, etc

3712

Selection of Next children's clothing in various
styles and sizes

3736

+VAT Selection of bags in various styles

3737

+VAT Selection of sportswear to include Gym
Shark, Krux, Nike, etc

3713

+VAT 2 X Trapstar logo hoodie & jogger set in
gradient blue / black size small

3738

3714

+VAT 3 X Trapstar logo hoodie & jogger set in
gradient blue / black size small

+VAT Selection of mixed ladies and men's
underwear

3739

+VAT 3 X Trapstar logo hoodie & jogger set in
gradient blue / black size medium

+VAT Selection of clothing to include Saltrock,
River Island, Lacoste and Superdry

3740

+VAT Selection of clothing to include Cider,
Ucon Acrobatics, Collective, Maniere De Voir,
Urban Outfitters

3741

+VAT Selection of clothing to include
Missguided, River Island, Oh Polly, Atelier and
Little Mistress

3742

+VAT Pallet containing mixed clothing

3715
3716

+VAT Sleeper ladies light pink faux fur trim
lounge wear set size small (sings of wear)

3717

+VAT Sleeper ladies black faux fur trim lounger
wear set size XXXL with dust bag

3718

+VAT Choice shirt and trousers set in off white
size small (bagged)
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3743

+VAT Large selection of Sock Therapy men's
and ladies socks in various designs

3768

+VAT Selection of denimwear to include Levis,
H&M, Wednesday's Girl, etc

3744

+VAT Marni bright green weaved mini tote
handbag

3769

+VAT Selection of Sonder Studio clothing in
various styles sizes 14 & 16

3745

+VAT Self - Portrait ladies purl knit combi dress
in black size 8 (hanging)

3770

3746

+VAT Selection of Zara & Sister companies
clothing in various styles

+VAT Bag containing clothing from Pretty Little
Thing, Oh Polly, Monsoon, AX, Club London,
Motel, Maniere De Voire, and Misspap

3771

3747

+VAT R&M Richards ladies sequin bodice
jumpsuit in black size 14 (hanging)

+VAT Bag containing clothing from Sea Salt
Cornwall, Oliver Bonas, Lacoste, Me & Em and
Fatface

3748

+VAT Joseph Ribkoff ladies script print trousers
in black & white size 14 (bagged)

3773

+VAT Selection of various accessories to
include ties, gloves, belts, etc

3749

+VAT Gina Bacconi ladies range dress in blue
size 20 (hanging)

3774

+VAT Pallet containing mixed clothing

3775

3750

+VAT Selection of denim wear to include
Monsoon, BDG, Pretty Little Thing, Dickies, etc

+VAT Kitise pearl jewel bedazzled sphere clutch
bag

3776

3751

+VAT Gina Bacconi ladies range wrap dress in
navy size 20 (bagged)

+VAT Mei&ge 5 piece bold square print
handbag / purse set

3777

+VAT Selection of swimwear in various designs

3752

+VAT Selection of sportswear to include Nike,
Marcon, Champion, etc

3778

+VAT Selection of Zara and Sister Companies
clothing in various styles

3753

+VAT Bag containing three Yumi dresses, all
size 14

3779

+VAT Selection of denim wear in various styles

3754

+VAT Rat & Boa ladies leopard print silk blend
skirt size XS (bagged)

3780

+VAT Selection of sportswear to include Adidas,
Nike, Hummel, etc

3755

+VAT Maximillan ladies indigo slip dress in
powder blue size 10 (hanging)

3781

+VAT Selection of clothing to include Oh Polly,
Ted Baker, Pretty Lavish, Monsoon, Pure
Collection, Reiss and Misspap

3756

+VAT Selection of clothing to include ME+EM,
Phase Eight, Oh Polly, Hello Molly and Together

3782

3757

+VAT Selection of clothing to include Ted Baker,
Evans, Jaded, River Island, Pretty Green, Reiss
and Superdry

+VAT Selection of clothing to include Tog24,
Seasalt Cornwall, Reiss, Hush, French
Connection and Collusion

3783

+VAT Selection of hats in various styles

3758

+VAT 16 Arlington odessa twist neck mini dress
in ivory size 8 (hanging)

3784

+VAT Selection of bags in various styles

3785

+VAT Pallet containing mixed clothing

3759

+VAT Selection of Shein clothing

3786

3760

+VAT Karen Millen ladies petite sequined halter
maxi dress in midnight size 12 (hanging)

+VAT Harry Styles Harry's House CD album and
t-shirt size XL box set

3787

+VAT 2 x Silima ultra light 66 374 standard cup
245g +/- 8% breast forms

3761

+VAT Selection of mixed paired socks

3762

+VAT Mori Lee by Madeline Gardner black
evening dress size 12 (hanging)

3788

+VAT Off White gradient arrow long sleeve tshirt in black size small with flannels bag

3763

+VAT Pallet containing mixed clothing

3789

+VAT Selection of Zara and Sister companies
clothing in various styles

3764

+VAT Coach New York small coin purse in
cream with dust bag

3790

+VAT Oska plaid black and white trousers size 3
(bagged)

3765

+VAT Selection of Spoke clothing in various
styles

3791

+VAT Selection of mixed ladies and men's
underwear

3766

+VAT Selection of Zara and Sister Companies
clothing in various styles

3792

+VAT Selection of denim wear to include Levi,
Wrangler, H&M, River Island, etc

3767

+VAT Selection of swimwear in various styles
and sizes
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3793

+VAT Selection of sportswear to include Nike,
Adidas, Converse, etc

3816

+VAT Michael Kors red quilted leather
crossbody air pods case bag

3794

+VAT Selection of Ragged Priest clothing in
various styles sizes 10, 30 & 32

3817

+VAT Tommy Hilfiger corporate camera
handbag in red

3795

+VAT Selection of clothing to include Lucy &
Yak, SeaSalt, 4TH+Reckless, Uniqlo Marni,
Cider and River Island

3818

+VAT Selection of Zara and Sister companies
clothing in various styles

3819

3796

+VAT Selection of clothing to include White
Stuff, Reiss, Lipsy, Next, Feelhoo and Toast

+VAT Elizabeth Scarlett daisy print green velvet
cosmetics bag together with Disney Classics
large stitch purse

3797

+VAT Selection of clothing to include River
Island, Jigsaw, Forever Unique and 4TH
+Reckless

3820

+VAT Trapstar man bag in black

3821

+VAT Mominsdie leather baby changing
backpack in brown

3822

+VAT Selection of denim wear to include Fat
Face, Levi's Wrangler, etc

3823

+VAT R. M. Williams Australia saddle bag in
brown with dust bag

3798

+VAT Selection of clothing to include Superdry,
The North Face, River Island, Spoke and G-Raw

3799

+VAT 2 x Ted Baker dresses sizes 1 & 2

3800

+VAT Pallet containing mixed clothing

3801

+VAT Disney x Loungefly minnie mouse pink
polka dot bow strap cross body handbag

3824

+VAT Paul & Shark Yachting Crew rain jacket in
black size large (hanging)

3802

+VAT Kipling creativity classic fresh coral pink
coin purse

3825

+VAT Selection of Adidas sportswear in various
styles

3803

+VAT 12th The Tribe ladies diana silver disco
skirt together with silver crop top size medium

3826

3804

+VAT Selection of Hunza G London ladies
swimwear with dust bag one size

+VAT Kurgkage 55HY R Flex golf club, Taylor
Made Tense AV series80HY Flex-S gold club
and head covers

3827

+VAT Pair of Parallette bars

3828

+VAT Pair of Gonex Online skates Size 3-6

3805

+VAT Selection of Zara and Sister Companies
clothing in various styles

3829

+VAT 16" pedestal fan in black and 12" desk fan

3806

+VAT Off White ladies mesh ladies bralette set
size 8 with flannels bag

3830

3807

+VAT Selection of denim wear to include Pretty
Little Thing, Weekday, H&M, etc

+VAT 25m Hozelock hosepipe and reel,
Watering can and 330gal filter pump

3831

3808

+VAT Stay creative Co, men's printed shirt in
blue / white size XXL (hanging)

+VAT Innoteck LED 120cm RGB bubble fish
lamp

3832

3809

+VAT Selection of sportswear to include Nike,
Adidas, Speedo, etc

+VAT Metro Mobility Products aluminum folding
suitcase ramp

3833

+VAT CareCo deluxe toilet seat raiser

3810

+VAT Hugo Boss athleisure tracksuit set in navy
size small

3834

+VAT Bestways Fortech queen airbed with builtin ac pump

3811

+VAT Selection of swimwear in various styles

3835

3812

+VAT Selection of clothing to include Helly
Hansen, WoolOvers, Aston Martin, Weird Fish
and SeaSalt Cornwall

+VAT Bestways Fortech queen airbed with builtin ac pump

3836

3813

+VAT Selection of Shein clothing in various
styles

+VAT Anthony Worrall Thompson by Breville
bread maker (used & a/f), used icing set and
molds and quantity of take out food trays

3837

3814

+VAT Selection of clothing to include Mistral,
Lavish Alice, Lipsy, Coast, Hobbs, Monsoon,
4TH+Reckless, Nast Gal, Urban Outfitters and
River Island

+VAT Livivo Taurus 4 slice toaster and Breville
Iced coffee maker

3838

+VAT Childrens 2 in 1 scooter to bike

3839

+VAT Kolbray U shape pregnancy pillow in grey

3840

+VAT Bell Tracker cycle helmet Size M/L,
exercise mat and stretch board

3815

+VAT Pallet containing mixed clothing
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3841

+VAT Table lamps, ceiling light fitting and
lampshades

3861

+VAT King size duvet covers, various throws,
microfiber cloths, door net, cushion cover, tea
towel etc

3842

+VAT 2 alphabet play mats

3843

+VAT Handheld massager, pedal bin, toilet
brush holder, walking stick, sticky back plastic
etc

3862

+VAT Planter, Body vase, tower fan, Flipstick,
candlestick holder, wearable neck fan and
collapsible cane

3844

+VAT Weight lifting bar (no weights)

3863

+VAT Jadlyn weekender duffle, Next smart
case, Victorinox backpack, gift bags, cool bag
and pencil case

3845

+VAT Pet cooling pad

3846

+VAT Dyson Supersonic hair dryer

3864

+VAT Head racket storage / carry case and Nike
Divers backpack

3847

+VAT Ergobaby carrier, Groegg shells, Pampers
pants & Active fit packs, 180cm Crafty pod,
Magnetic safety locks and silicone bid, knife &
fork set

3865

+VAT Lawn sprinkler, Snowy Owl windchime,
Brabantia washing line cover, parasol base, sail
shade etc

3848

+VAT Set of women's Rainha Empowered
Woman Martial Art / fitness fight wear Size F3L
with drawer string bag

3866

+VAT Set of 4 stoneware bowls, Joseph 5 pce
nest lock food containers, Aqua Pure filter,
Sodastream bottles, Yeti Rambler flask, scales,
ice cube maker etc

3849

+VAT Butterfly Elite table tennis Clip net and
post set, Tilteist Pro VI golf balls, Superbands,
compression sleeve, foam bar pad and pull up
bars

3867

+VAT Pet cooling mats, bowls, Vet Care
Photizo, dog shoes, harness, toys, halti, pet
door etc

3850

+VAT Catherine Lansfield King size duvet set,
rubber honeycomb door mat, bath mat, pillow
and Ferm bedspread

3868

+VAT Hobby craft storage bag and 5 assorted
rucksacks

+VAT Titan Camp helmet Size S, Compression
dry sack, camping lanterns, Nautical ropes,
Aeros pillow, Cocoon Mummy liner, hammocks
etc

3851

3869

3852

+VAT 2 double duvet sets, picnic blanket,
pillowcases, shower curtains, wrap towel, beach
towel, cushion covers etc

+VAT Large selection of various lengths and
designs of fabrics

3870

+VAT Selection of water bottles including
Chilly's SHO, Camelbak etc

3853

+VAT Nideo Notte Italia throw, John Lewis
double duvet cover and 3 packs pillowcases

3871

3854

+VAT Double deluxe blow up armchair, Leather
care kit, Magic brush, soap dispensers, Sketch
pad, wardrobe dehumidifiers and sundry items

+VAT Peak whitewater spray deck, Kestrel
climbing carabiners, Srixon AD333 golf balls,
tennis balls etc

3872

3855

+VAT North Face Base camp duffel S

+VAT 600 refuse sacks, wooden carved balls,
lanyard card holders, till rolls, IPA beer pump
badge, fly swats, framed picture etc

3856

+VAT Quantity of drawstring bags, Three Peaks
backpack etc

3873

+VAT Duvet sets, large rug, magic door mesh,
flat sheets, pillowcases, dusters, shower curtain
and picnic rug

3857

+VAT Expanding hose, water pipe, Sass & Bell
watering jug, Micacle-Gro feeder, Slug & Snail
killer, wind spinners and trampoline padding

3874

+VAT Cap wash guards, cushion covers, cool
pads, tablecloth, desk fan etc

3858

+VAT Whistling S/S kettle, Logan wrap, 2 packs
of 12 shot glasses, 1.8lt flask, 7 packs of 4
Abbey James abstract marble design coasters
etc

3875

+VAT Hydration backpack, mesh bag, Cougar
Flight bag, bum bags etc

3876

+VAT YoYo by Babyzen backpack, armbands,
Pampers Active fit, Toilet seat trainer, Sensory
packs, mosses basket mattress, clip on buggy
fan etc

3877

+VAT ResMed, Philips & other nasal masks,
sock slide, first aid kits, suction connection
tubes, respironics tubing, Pelican ModaVi pack
etc

3859

3860

+VAT FreeStyle & GlucoMen blood glucose
monitors, Againi Needles, ResMed nasal masks,
Medtronic ClosureFast Ablation catheters etc
+VAT Fabric care kit, LED Modeling lamps,
photo album, ornaments, drawer liners, lanyards
and sundry items
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3878

+VAT Cake plate set, Geedel chees grater,
coffee pod stand, Pokémon gift set, USB fans,
baking mats, wall clock etc

3898

+VAT Selection of melamine serving platters,
plates, bowls, dishes, beakers etc and Sarah
Miller tray (af)

3879

+VAT Selection of SHO and other water bottles,
travel mugs and Vapur anti-bottle

3899

3880

+VAT Selection of Shark, Henry, Dyson & Gtech
vacuum cleaner poles, heads, hose etc, dust
bags and vacuum storage space savers bags

+VAT Finis Positive dive fins, Titleist golf balls,
resistance bands, yoga blocks, kick trainer, 1kg
hand weights and golf club head cover

3900

+VAT Pelvic floor muscle trainer, CareCo
paddes toilet seat, Clost Ostomy pouches, groin
support wrap, disposable bags, dry wipes, First
Aid kit etc

3901

+VAT Selection of sportswear to include Nike,
Sweaty Betty, Fabletics, etc

3902

+VAT Selection of clothing to include Boa,
Barbour, Calvin Klein, Hoodie Lab, Hollister and
G-Star Raw

3903

+VAT Selection of clothing to include Superdry,
Barbour, J.Lindberg, Collusion, Vans and Pretty
Green

3881

3882

3883

+VAT Selection of chunky and other wool,
diamond painting kit, sew on edging, wool looms
etc
+VAT 2 sets of sofa covers, support, neck &
lounging cushions, shower curtains, Curtain
Canal etc
+VAT Lambskin pushchair liner, Pocket Wrap,
Bugaboo cup holder, Pampers baby dry & nappy
pants, Unicorn backpack, neck cushions, door
way baby bouncer etc

3884

+VAT 500mm roll of Kraft brown paper

3904

3885

+VAT Spine bars, big button telephone, desk
fan, Framed mirror, alarm clock, incense, plastic
storage containers, plant hanger and sundry
items

+VAT Selection of clothing to include River
Island, House of CB, Per Una, Lazy Oaf,
Hysteric Glamour, Urban Outfitters and Monkl

3905

+VAT Pet cooling coat, leads, harnesses, gentle
leader, Lick treat mats, pet carry dog etc

+VAT Selection of clothing to include Hollister,
Boden, Next, Hobbs, Uniqlo x Marni, Cider and
Fat Face

3906

+VAT Selection of swimwear in various styles

3907

+VAT Pallet containing adult clothing

3908

+VAT Bag containing clothing from Zara and
related brands

3909

+VAT Bag containing denimwear, including
BDG, True Religion, Motel etc

3910

+VAT Bag containing sportswear, including
Nike, Adidas, New Balance, Puma etc

3911

+VAT Bag containing Pretty Little Thing clothing

+VAT 2 Grandma Shark expanding hoses,
furniture covers, pressure washer patio cleaning
heads, weed burner, hose pipe attachments and
ball of twine

3912

+VAT Bag containing dresses from River Island,
Oh Polly, Cider, Monsoon and Nobodys Child

3913

+VAT Bag containing dresses from River Island,
Oh Polly, Cider, Monsoon and Nobodys Child

3892

+VAT ResMed F20 airfit nasal masks, Ugo
sheaths, dry wipes, tourniquets, Eyhance Toric II
IOL kits, suction connection pipes, breathing
filters etc

3914

+VAT Bag containing clothing from US Polo
Association (size 38), Lambretta (size medium)
and Superdry (XL)

3915

+VAT Bag containing swimwear

3893

+VAT Maverick & Co black avenue backpack

3916

3894

+VAT Oakley Range spaniel design
weathervane

+VAT Place Nationale skirt in white with
coloured banding, size 1 (hanging)

3917

3895

+VAT 5.5lb boat anchor

+VAT Self-Portrait dress in dark blue with
star/shell motif, size 8 (hanging)

3896

+VAT Zara home chopping boards, kitchen
towel holder, cutlery, tongs and spatulas

3918

+VAT Lace & Beads sequined white dress, size
19 (hanging)

3897

+VAT 2 x Love Mud. portable 2.1kw stoves

3919

+VAT Bag containing Shein clothing

3886
3887

+VAT iPad sleeve, Security fireproof bag, bum
bags, camera bag, tote bag etc

3888

+VAT Osprey Tempest 24 aluminum grey 25l
backpack

3889

+VAT Bath mats, Bamboo double bed sheets,
double fitted sheets, tea towels, dusters etc

3890

+VAT String lights, sunset lamp, 100 square cut
folders, wall clock, scented candle, Xaphone
and sundry items

3891
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3920

+VAT Bag containing selection of bags, purses
etc

3942

+VAT Bag containing Brook Taverner shirts, suit
jacket, trousers and jumper

3921

+VAT Bag containing selection of bags, purses
etc

3966

+VAT 1 x pair of Nike Air Max 1 Patta trainers,
size UK 6 (signs of wear) (boxed)

3922

+VAT Bag containing selection of hats

3967

3923

+VAT Pallet containing mixed adult and
children's clothing (new and used)

+VAT 1 x pair of Veja canvas trainers in
white/green, size UK6 (boxed)

3968

+VAT Pallet containing mixed adult and
children's clothing (new and used)

+VAT 1 x pair of Nike Air Force 1 trainers in
white/black, size UK 9 (boxed)

3969

+VAT 1 x pair of Cole Haan Zerogrand in optic
white, UK size 5 (boxed)

3970

+VAT 1 x pair of Nike Air Jordan 4 Retro SP
trainers in guava ice/LT fusion red, size 6.5
(boxed)

3924
3925

+VAT Pallet containing mixed linen items

3926

+VAT Nike x England 2022 Stadium Home t
shirt, silver logo, size small (hanging)

3927

+VAT Nike x England 2022 Stadium Home t
shirt, silver logo, size large (hanging)

3971

+VAT 1 x pair of Adidas Superstar trainers in
white/grey, size UK 7 (boxed)

3928

+VAT Nike x England 2022 Stadium Home t
shirt, silver logo, size XL (hanging)

3972

+VAT 4 x pairs of ladies heeled footwear from
boo hoo, in various colours, styles & sizes

3929

+VAT Nike x England 2022 Stadium Home t
shirt, silver logo, size XL (hanging)

3973

+VAT Angulus womens boots size 6.5 (some
signs of use)

3930

+VAT Bag containing approximately 24 packs
(10 pairs of socks per pack) of Timani
performance socks (all size medium/8?)

3974

+VAT Dr Martens Blaire sandals size 5

3975

+VAT Asos leather brogue shoes size 9

3931

+VAT Bag containing approximately 24 packs
(10 pairs of socks per pack) of Timani
performance socks (all size medium/8?)

3976

+VAT Skechers Go Walk Joy size 5 (signs of
use)

3977

3932

+VAT Bag containing approximately 24 packs
(10 pairs of socks per pack) of Timani
performance socks (all size medium/8?)

+VAT 2 pairs of Wallis heeled sandals size 5
and 6

3978

+VAT Loro Piana Gonna Lindos crochet knit silk
and cotton maxi skirt in green and white, size 44
(hanging)

+VAT The Drop sandals size 5.5, Hush Puppies
sandals size 5 and a pair of Schuh sandals size
5/6

3979

+VAT Scarpa Crux Approach shoes size 9

3980

+VAT Pavers sandals size 7 and a pair of
FlyFlot sandals size 6

3981

+VAT Nae Nerea vegan boots size 8

3982

+VAT Clarks Nature x Two size 6

3983

+VAT Marte Sibley trainers size EU 38 and a
pair of Grition sandals size EU 38

3984

+VAT Pretty Little Thing sandals size 7 and a
pair of Be Mine Bridal Pia heeled mules size 6

3985

+VAT Zara platform sandals size 7 and a pair of
Findlay trainers size 5

3986

Converse CTAS Hi childrens trainers size 5

3933

3934

+VAT Bag containing approximately 24 pink and
green J&L Paris tops and approximately 26 pink
and green J&L Paris skirts

3935

+VAT White sequinned 'princess style' Brides
International wedding dress, size 12 (hanging)

3936

+VAT Two Lyle & Scott grey dressing gowns,
both size large (bagged)

3937

+VAT Two Club London drape sleeve fishtail
cami maxi dress with train in ivory (sizes 10 and
12) (hanging)

3938

+VAT Valentino crew neck t shirt, size XXL
(hanging)

3939

+VAT Ted Baker flora dress, size 3 (some signs
of use, see second photo) (hanging)

3987

+VAT River Island Tea khaki heels size 8

3988

+VAT Preston boots (used, size unknown)

3940

+VAT DKNY wool suit, chest 40", waist 34"
(short, slim fit) (hanging)

3989

+VAT 6 pairs of assorted shoes and footwear
accessories

3941

+VAT Pair of Ventuno 21 suits, both size 40"
chest, 34"waist (hanging, with suit bags)

3990

+VAT 7 pairs of assorted shoes to include Fila
and Converse (some used)
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3991

+VAT Nike React Vision Black Anthracite size
8.5

4042

Viking blue silver and white racing bike

3992

+VAT Alpinestars SMX-6 V2 motorcycle boots
size EU 45 (signs of use)

4043

Yellow petrol powered Go kart

4044

Blue petrol powered Go kart

3993

+VAT Identità Karen Vernice Nero black patent
boots size EU 37

4045

Black Go kart, no engine

3994

+VAT Identità Dalit Vernice Nero patent boots
size EU 37

4046

Go kart trolley, 2 engines, seat, and various
other parts

3995

+VAT Dr Martens 1460 orange boots size 7

4047

+VAT Nerf Go kart, parts

3996

+VAT Nike Free Run Trail size 10 (used)

4048

Thule car roof box and roof bars

3997

+VAT Salomon Quest 4 GTX womens boots
size 8.5

4049

Husqvarna fuel can

4050

Stihl petrol powered disc cutter

3998

+VAT Palladium Pallabase Twill womens boots
size 8

4051

McCullough petrol powered strimmer

4001

4052

Fuji Robin petrol powered hedge cutter

(2002) Toyota Corolla TSpirit VVTi in sliver
registration plate KY52 CRF, 1598cc, petrol, first
registered 11.09.2002, mileage 30,646, 5 speed
hatchback, one previous owner, last MOT'ed
Aug 21, with 3 keys and hand book
£1,000-1,500

4053

Stihl petrol powered hedge cutter

4054

Titan petrol powered chainsaw

4055

Stihl petrol powered chainsaw

4056

McCullough petrol powered leaf blower

4020

Ammaco black ladies bike

4057

Homelite petrol powered leaf blower

4021

+VAT Boxed Jetson Bolt Pro electric bike

4058

4022

Jetson Bolt electric bike with charger

Titan petrol powered multi tool with hedge cutter
and chainsaw attachment

4023

Elyse comfort white and grey ladies bike

4059

Stihl BG86C petrol powered leaf blower

4024

Silver Claude Butler gents mountain bike

4060

3 MacAllister strimmers

4025

Blue Trek town bike

4061

McCullough petrol powered strimmer and Titan
multi tool with chainsaw attachment

4026

Chariot Professional gents mountain bike

4062

Small garden roller and pitchfork and spades

4027

Grey Peugeot ladies bike with front basket

4063

Red backpack leaf blower

4028

Purple and red girls bike

4064

4029

Purple Raleigh girls bike

+VAT Titan petrol powered multi tool with
hedgecutter and strimmer attachment

4030

+VAT Reid electric scooter

4065

+VAT Flymo electric leaf blower

4031

Pink and blue Dunlop girls mountain bike

4066

Box containing wheel trims, small car vac, seat
covers etc

4032

Pink Best girls bike

4067

McCullough yellow petrol powered chainsaw

4033

+VAT 24Seven downhill mountain bike

4068

Ryobi petrol powered chainsaw

4034

Purple Diamond girls mountain bike

4069

McCullough petrol powered hedgecutter

4035

Small electric scooter, no charger

4070

Ryobi boxed petrol powered chainsaw

4036

+VAT E-scooter with charger

4071

4037

+VAT Boxed battery powered scooter

Small garden sprayer and Bosch electric
strimmer

4038

Black Kenda electric bike

4072

2 electric hedgecutters and electric strimmer

4039

Red Raleigh Firefly boys bike

4073

Petrol powered hole borer

4040

Silver foldup bike

4074

Small quantity of assorted garden tools inc
spades, saws, shovels, forks, etc.

4041

Active white and black gents mountain bike
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4075

Quarter underbay of assorted items inc. weights,
bases, chair parts, display screens etc.

4108

Three metal jerry cans and a spout

4076

Assortment of various garden tools

4109

Bikemate bike trainer

4077

Large underbay of sack barrow, roller, golf
trolleys, wheelbarrow and tools

4110

Petrol powered strimmer

4111

Two rolls of yellow hosepipe

4078

2 Spear & Jackson forks

4112

+VAT Large Gardena hosepipe on reel

4079

+VAT Three boxed and a large quantity of loose
LED string lights

4113

+VAT Large Gardena hosepipe on reel

4114

Four boxes of brick effect plastic garden edges

4080

Box of assorted small flower pots

4115

Large quantity of cardboard boxes

4081

+VAT Artificial Orchid, a bird feeder and a
rubberised flower pot

4116

+VAT Timber Ridge camping chair

4082

+VAT Two Pro Flexs ground stakes

4117

+VAT Igloo cool box

4083

+VAT Box of bird feeders and some lawn seed

4118

+VAT Bundle of plant supports

4084

+VAT Glow globe, two sets of LED string lights,
a birch branch light and a hanging light

4119

+VAT Bundle of plant supports

4120

4085

+VAT Four tubs of boost plant food plus a metal
hedgehog

+VAT Two bundles of semi circular plant
supports

4121

+VAT Flatpack wooden garden storage cabinet

4086

+VAT Straw and wire bear

4122

+VAT Half flatpack metal garden tree bench

4087

+VAT Fiskars long reach lopper

4123

+VAT Quantity of patio heater parts

4088

Two LED birch branch lights

4124

+VAT Flatpack Lifetime deck box

4089

+VAT Wooden and material hammock

4125

Box of patio heater parts only

4090

Large demijohn

4126

+VAT Outland firebowl

4091

Quantity of pressure washer hoses and lancers

4127

4092

+VAT Stack of assorted door mats

+VAT Nexgrill stainless steel gas barbeque (In
need of repair)

4093

Tacx bike trainer

4128

+VAT Two grey wooden benches

4094

+VAT Two bags of bark chippings

4129

+VAT 2 seater rattan sofa and a sofa with no
legs

4095

Bag of boilies

4130

Glass rectangular garden table with parasol

4096

Drainage gullies and some fence pins

4131

+VAT Rattan rectangular garden table

4097

Large weathervane

4132

4098

Half a bay of a large quantity of various tool
boxes, hammers, hoses, axes, vents, drain rods,
electrical and plumbing fittings etc

+VAT Boxed flatpack Proelec court standing
patio heater

4133

Five piece garden set consisting of two seater
sofa, two tub chairs and two round metal coffee
tables

4134

+VAT Large metal gas barbeque

4135

+VAT Large pallet of flatpack wooden garden
troughs

4136

+VAT Large pallet of flatpack wooden garden
troughs

4137

+VAT Large pallet of flatpack wooden garden
troughs

4099

Large quantity of instant light lumpwood
charcoal

4100

Large groundsheet

4101

Box of various chainsaw trousers

4102

Large quantity of outdoor charcoal briquettes

4103

Two wall mounted lights

4104

+VAT Pack of tyre walking planks

4105

Large roll of green heavy duty hosepipe

4138

+VAT Tony Chambers flatpack garden arch

4106

+VAT Veg trug

4139

Beefeater gas barbeque

4107

Three galvanised watering cans

4140

+VAT Ketter boxed bevvy bar
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4141

+VAT Boxed Keter patio cooler and beverage
cart

4174

Wheeled skate and a pallet containing plastic
boxes

4142

+VAT Boxed patio heater (parts only)

4175

Two plastic garden chairs

4143

+VAT Palm Springs Lay-Z-Spa with pump

4177

Red canoe

4144

+VAT Palm Springs Lay-Z-Spa with pump

4178

Pallet containing wooden offcuts

4145

+VAT Lifetime plastic storage box

4180

Vintage mobile animal weighing scales

4146

+VAT Small round plastic storage box

4181

Three wooden crates

4147

+VAT Four silver obelisks

4182

Two pallets of bendy ply

4148

+VAT Four silver obelisks

4183

Pallet containing a flatpack steel scaffold tower

4149

+VAT Lifetime outdoor storage shed in two
boxes

4184

Vintage animal trailer

4185

4150

+VAT Flatpack garden swing

+VAT Pallet containing cladding strips, metal,
wooden planks, guttering, posts etc

4151

Grape press

4186

4152

+VAT Flatpack garden arch

Pallet containing round black plastic plant pots
and two plasterer's mixing buckets

4153

+VAT Flatpack garden arch

4187

Pallet of metal drainage brackets

4154

+VAT Large red garden cooking pit

4188

Three boxes of joist hangers

4155

+VAT Beige garden parasol and base

4189

Pallet of vintage reclaimed timber

4156

+VAT Four black garden obelisks

4190

Pallet of vintage reclaimed timber

4157

+VAT Large round heavy duty garden parasol
base

4191

Large vintage wooden beam

4192

Pallet of plywood

4158

Small pallet of hardwood

4193

Pallet of small pieces of RSB board

4159

Concrete Tottenham plaque

4194

Pallet of 8x4 sheets of OSB, ply and MDF board

4160

Large concrete plinth

4195

Small pallet of plasterboard

4161

Small roll of astro turf

4196

Large metal fire basket

4162

Eight pieces of terracotta coloured edging

4197

+VAT Six pieces of wooden trellis

4163

Half a pallet of garden statues to include man on
bench, lady on bench, gnomes, owls etc

4198

+VAT Six pieces of wooden trellis

4199

Cadac BBQ

4164

Large pallet of assorted pots and water features

4200

Small blue garden parasol and stand

4165

Two stacks of stacking crates

4201

Small roll of astro turf

4166

Pallet containing heavy duty cable

4202

+VAT Boxed cascading cup fountain

4167

Wooden fold up table, metal table and four
plastic stacking chairs

4203

+VAT Unboxed cascading cup fountain

4168

Pallet containing damp-proof membrane, gutter
brackets, plastic sheeting and two accro props

4204

Concrete boot planter, frog planter and frog
welcome sign

4169

Two butler sinks

4205

Spirit Weber gas barbeque

4170

Rabbit hutch

4206

+VAT Concrete statue of Buddha

4171

Pallet of long lengths of timber

4207

+VAT Artificial rubber plant

4172

Pallet containing some used tongue and groove
timber

4209

Boxed gazebo

4210

Bagged gazebo

4173

Metal garden bench and a metal chair

4211

Bagged tent

4212

Two bagged and one unbagged gazebo parts
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4213

+VAT Gonex flatpack tent

4244

+VAT Bodyglove inflatable boxed paddleboard

4214

Intex Palm Springs spa cover

4245

+VAT Bodyglove inflatable boxed paddleboard

4215

+VAT Portable folding cot and two bagged
swinging chairs

4246

+VAT Timber Ridge foldup camping chair

4247

4216

+VAT Three Tommy Bahama beach chairs

+VAT 2 6-person Core Equipment tents and 2
stools

4217

Intex inflatable mattress

4248

+VAT Core Equipment 10-person bagged tent

4218

Small party barbeque

4249

+VAT Core Equipment 10-person bagged tent

4219

Bag of golf balls

4250

+VAT Core Equipment 10-person bagged tent

4220

Small camping hob and various other camping
items

4251

+VAT Vango Capris 3 air tent

4252

+VAT Vango Capris 3 air tent

4221

+VAT Two boxed and one bagged quick play
golf putting nets

4253

+VAT Vango Capris 3 air tent

4222

+VAT Coleman easy one push setup shelter
with cover

4254

+VAT Coleman pop up shelter

4255

4223

+VAT Coleman easy one push shelter (no
cover)

+VAT 2 Coleman Instant shelters, one with
canopy

4256

+VAT Camp Chef gas camping hob

4224

+VAT Coleman large push up gazebo with cover

4257

+VAT Pelican plastic canoe

4225

+VAT Coleman large push up gazebo with cover

4258

Intex Explorer K2 boxed dinghy (in two boxes)

4226

+VAT Coleman large push up gazebo with cover

4259

+VAT Tobin Sports inflatable dinghy, flatpack

4227

+VAT Camp Chef Explorer hob

4260

+VAT Intex spa

4228

+VAT Camp Chef Explorer hob

4261

+VAT Intex Explorer 2 dinghy, no oars

4229

+VAT Cobra ten piece golf set and a small
trolley

4262

+VAT Large 5.4x2.7m boxed swimming pool

4230

Two boxes of assorted golf balls and golfing
items

4263

Wooden door

4264

+VAT Large pallet of various tent parts

4231

+VAT Two putting mats and some tennis balls

4265

+VAT Pallet of swimming pool parts

4232

Box of assorted golf balls

4266

+VAT Hexagonal fire pit

4233

+VAT Boxed Easyglide three-wheeled golf
trolley

4267

+VAT Solid oak 6ft bench and footstool

4234

+VAT Boxed Easyglide three-wheeled golf
trolley

4268

Roll of astro turf

4269

+VAT Pallet containing 40 boxes of 600x300
grey wall tiles

4270

+VAT Pallet containing 40 boxes of 600x300
grey wall tiles

4271

+VAT Pallet containing 40 boxes of 600x300
grey wall tiles

4272

+VAT Pallet containing 40 boxes of 600x300
grey wall tiles

4235

+VAT Callaway Clubhouse collection travel
cover, boxed

4236

+VAT White three-wheeled golf trolley

4237

+VAT Timber Ridge camping chair

4238

+VAT Lafuma reclining chair

4239

+VAT Boxed 6x8 Keter storage shed

4240

+VAT Boxed 6x8 Keter storage shed

4273

+VAT Pallet containing 40 boxes of 600x300
grey wall tiles

4241

Large quantity of assorted golf clubs and other
equipment

4274

+VAT Pallet containing 40 boxes of 600x300
grey wall tiles

4242

+VAT 1 bagged and 1 unbagged swinging
hammock chair

4275

+VAT Pallet containing 40 boxes of 600x300
grey wall tiles

4243

+VAT Boxed foldup 4-wheel trolley
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4276

+VAT Pallet containing 40 boxes of 600x300
grey wall tiles

4303

+VAT Pallet containing 40 boxes of 600x300
grey wall tiles

Alko garden shredder, lawn spike, seed
spreader, Black and Decker edger and a small
red electric mower with grass box

4277

4304

Gardena electric garden mower with grass box

4278

+VAT Half pallet of white wall tiles

4305

Six tread aluminium step ladder

4279

+VAT Pallet containing 40 boxes of 600x300
grey wall tiles

4306

Ten tread aluminium step ladder

4280

+VAT Pallet containing 40 boxes of 600x300
cream wall tiles

4307

Eight tread yellow and silver electricians style
step ladder

4281

+VAT Pallet containing 40 boxes of 600x300
cream wall tiles

4308

Five tread aluminium step ladder

4309

4282

+VAT Pallet containing 40 boxes of 600x300
cream wall tiles

Two assorted step ladders and two small double
section ladders

4310

Two multi-position ladders

4283

+VAT Pallet containing 40 boxes of 600x300
cream wall tiles

4311

Quantity of edging strips

4312

Double section aluminium ladder

4284

+VAT 2 spa pumps

4313

Six tread green and silver step ladder

4286

Cricket pitch leaf sweeper and Black & Decker
electric hedge cutter

4314

+VAT Tent

4287

+VAT Two Mac Allister unboxed garden
shredders and one spare parts

4315

Quantity of wooden edging strips and beading

4316

4288

Flymo electric mower with grass box

Fold out aluminium frame/ladder (one broken
leg)

4289

Mountfield petrol powered rotary mower with
grass box

4317

Quantity of plastic brown edging strips

4318

+VAT Flatpack slide

4290

Mountfield electric garden shredder

4319

4291

Agrinova petrol powered lawn scarifier (2
missing wheels)

Five tread aluminium step ladder and a small
double section ladder

4320

Promaster six tread aluminium step ladder

4292

Green garden shredder and electric garden
strimmer

4321

Sixteen tread aluminium step ladder

4293

Viking petrol powered rotary mower, no grass
box

4322

Two step ladders and a small double section
ladder

4294

Honda petrol powered rotary mower with grass
box

4323

White four tread step ladder and a multi-position
ladder

4295

Small green electric mower with grass box and
electric garden strimmer

4324

Boxed parasol

4325

Boxed parasol

4296

Yellow Challenge petrol powered rotary mower
with grass box

4326

Grey unboxed parasol

4297

Flymo hover mower

4327

+VAT Proshade boxed parasol

4298

+VAT Mountfield black and yellow petrol
powered rotary mower, no grass box

4328

+VAT Camping washing line

4329

Quantity of cladding boards

4330

Double section aluminium ladder

4331

+VAT Brown garden parasol (no bottom pole)

4332

Two Dunelm washing lines

4299

Mcculloch petrol powered rotary mower with
grass box

4300

Hayter Harrier green petrol powered rotary
mower with grass box

4301

Green electric garden shredder

4333

4302

Hayter petrol powered rotary mower with grass
box

+VAT Kemble painted solid hardwood wall
mirror

4334

+VAT Kemble painted solid hardwood wall
mirror
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4335

+VAT Kemble painted solid hardwood wall
mirror

4370

Pallet of assorted printers

4336

+VAT Roca Duplo toilet installation kit

4371

Pallet of assorted die cuts and cardboard boxes

4337

+VAT Boxed Tavistock toilet cistern

4372

Pallet of assorted printers

4338

+VAT Boxed Tavistock toilet cistern

4373

6 chrome barriers

4339

+VAT Boxed Tavistock toilet cistern

4374

+VAT Grey and black executive style swivel
armchair

4340

4 cardboard boxes containing taps, hoses,
gloves, bolts, etc.

4375

+VAT Black high back executive style swivel
armchair

4341

+VAT Boxed Tavistock illuminated bathroom
mirror

4376

+VAT Coffee and cream filing cabinet

4377

+VAT 2 grey Bisley 4 drawer filing cabinets

4342

+VAT Single bowl stainless steel sink

4378

+VAT Jlecsys electrical cabinet

4343

+VAT Single bowl stainless steel sink

4379

+VAT 2 boxed chairs

4344

+VAT Reginox hot water boiler and tap

4380

+VAT Flat pack rise and fall desk

4345

+VAT Teka single lever kitchen mixer tap and 1
other

4381

+VAT Black high back swivel armchair

4346

+VAT Box of basin wastes

4382

Black swivel armchair

4347

Quantity of mosaic tiles

4383

4348

+VAT Instant hot water tank in silver with tap

Black high back executive style swivel armchair
with broken arms

4384

Black chrome framed stool with loose base

4349

+VAT Kitchen tap

4385

4350

Reel of electric cable

4351

+VAT Box of hand towels

+VAT 3 pallets and a stillage containing
swimming pool and water slide parts and
accessories (stillage not included)

4352

Boxed Proship scales

4386

+VAT Black chrome framed boxed bar stool

4353

Box of bath legs

4387

+VAT 3 pieces of flat pack furniture

4354

+VAT Boxed Lecico bathroom sink and shower
head

4388

+VAT Boxed display stand

4389

+VAT Wooden rise and fall flat pack desk

4355

Large roll of bubble wrap

4390

+VAT 2 boxed and 1 unboxed paper shredders

4356

Thin roll of bubble wrap

4391

4357

+VAT 2 black and yellow storage boxes

+VAT 2 black chrome based bar stools in flat
pack form

4358

2 radiator covers

4392

+VAT Boxed Lay-Z-Boy chair (possibly parts
only)

4359

2 shower screens

4393

+VAT Philips air purifier

4360

+VAT Folding bench

4394

+VAT Tresanti boxed rise and fall desk

4361

+VAT Mirrored bathroom cabinet

4395

Affinity therapeutic chair

4362

4 bathroom sinks

4396

4363

+VAT Gold coloured bathroom mixer tap

+VAT Black high back executive style swivel
armchair

4364

+VAT Pull out kitchen tap

4397

Black cloth mesh back swivel armchair

4365

+VAT Baroque hand rail kit

4398

+VAT Boxed Innovator air conditioning unit

4366

+VAT Grohe shower kit

4399

+VAT Boxed Woods air conditioning unit

4367

Glass topped stable door

4400

Boxed Woods air conditioning unit

4368

2 white internal doors

4401

+VAT Boxed Woods air conditioning unit

4369

White UPVC French door with blinds

4402

+VAT Boxed Woods air conditioning unit
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4403

+VAT Boxed Woods air conditioning unit

4434

Grey and blue metal 2-wheel sack truck

4404

+VAT Boxed Woods air conditioning unit

4435

Perform metal woodworking lathe on stand

4405

+VAT Boxed Woods air conditioning unit

4436

+VAT Fiamma lockable box, no keys

4406

+VAT Boxed Woods air conditioning unit

4437

Petrol powered pressure washer

4407

Boxed Woods air conditioning unit

4438

Dust extractor

4408

+VAT Box of chair parts

4439

Red petrol powered generator

4409

+VAT White rise and fall desk in flat pack form

4440

Large red petrol powered generator

4410

+VAT Boxed Meaco air conditioning unit

4441

4-wheel grey For-U mobility scooter

4411

+VAT 2 boxed and 3 unboxed paper shredders
and Sitwell stool

4442

+VAT Cloos Qineo Champ 600 welder with
accessories

4412

2 computer cabinets in boxes

4443

+VAT Cloos Qineo Champ 600 welder

4413

+VAT 3 boxed Sitwell wobble stools

4444

+VAT Cloos Qineo Champ 600 welder

4414

Double door vintage stationery cupboard

4445

+VAT Cloos Qineo Champ 600 welder

4415

Large pallet of Adblue

4446

4416

+VAT Large pallet containing silicon, lights,
screws, taps, racking parts, plumbing parts, etc.

+VAT Large pallet containing welder parts and
accessories

4447

+VAT Large pallet of pipe clamps

4448

Dewalt bandsaw

4449

5 Landrover wheels and tyres

4450

+VAT 4 DBS alloy wheels and tyres 225-48-18

4451

Four steel wheels and tyres 185-65015

4452

Wallpaper stripper

4453

+VAT Sterilising machine

4454

Small box of mini parts

4455

+VAT Pair of green waders size 11

4456

Quantity of gate hinges

4457

+VAT 4 tubs of Aquahaze light fluid

4458

110v mini compressor

4459

Hitachi bander and 1 other

4460

+VAT Box containing 6 tins of brake cleaner

4461

Hilti HDM 330 resin gun

4462

+VAT Galaga weighing load bar

4463

DeWalt chopsaw

4464

Makita 110v circular saw

4465

Yale alarm system and some brake blasts for
key units

4466

2 boxes of door furniture and handles

4467

2 orange lorry straps

4468

Small grey electric compressor

4417

+VAT Blue high power Yamaha generator, no
fuel cap

4418

+VAT Boxed comms cabinet

4419

Disability walking frame

4420

White metal sack truck

4421

Alco cement mixer on stand

4422

Grey multi drawer filing cabinet

4423

+VAT 3 metal filing cabinets

4424

Small flight case

4425

+VAT Boxed Arcan trolley jack

4426

+VAT Electriq dehumidifier

4427

Small yellow and black wheeled box with
various fixings

4428

+VAT Large pallet containing plastic drums, flue
pipes, rails, silicon beads, wooden parts etc.

4429

+VAT Pallet containing steel wheel and tyre,
click together matting, small batteries, chair
parts, wooden logs, metal plates, sand, etc.

4430

+VAT Pallet containing plastic tub, electric
heater, sand, die cut boxes, cupboard door etc.

4431

+VAT Pallet containing flatpack boxes, plastic
brackets, pump, etc.

4432

+VAT Pallet containing various car parts and
accessories, inc. brake parts, ball joints, exhaust
pipes, bumpers, fluid, etc.

4433

Black metal 2-wheel sack truck
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4469

Small battery charger and 3 toolboxes
containing assorted tools to include
screwdrivers, spanners and other items

4500

Small router, Dewalt screw gun and a Dewalt
jigsaw

4470

Box of plant propagation equipment

4501

Box of wooden hand planes

4471

Box containing loose drills, mitre saw, hacksaw,
heat gun and cordless drills

4502

110v transformer

4503

Nailgun and a twin spotlight

4472

Flat channel, plastic pipe and a small quantity of
plumbing items

4504

Tub of bolts and screws

4505

110v Henry vacuum cleaner (no hose)

4474

Box containing metal offcuts and bars

4506

Tin of engineers vices

4475

110v tile saw

4507

Large heavy duty pillar drill and stand

4476

Karcher floor cleaner

4508

Red Briggs & Stratton engine generator

4477

DeWalt drill (no battery, no charger), small
sander and an electric plane

4509

Hailo platform and 2 small steps

4478

Blue vice

4510

2 large scrapers, multipurpose air tool kit and a
jig

4479

Small drawing board and a quantity of drawing
implements including rulers, angles, rollers, etc

4511

Box containing screws, fixings, silicon gun, etc

4480

Box of sanding belts

4512

Small assortment of items including mirror,
circular saw, chainsaw, lights, brackets, etc

4481

Lock jig

4513

+VAT 2 boxes of assorted wiper blades

4482

+VAT Bag of silicon guns

4514

4483

Linbins and 2 metal brackets

+VAT Car duster set, tyre inflator, heated seat
cover, brush, etc

4484

Half an underbay of assorted lights

4515

4485

Half an underbay containing sanders, tools,
heater, toolboxes, etc

4 boxes and 2 bags of various items including
cleaning cloths, fire blankets, castors, rubber
mats, etc

4516

Three line continuity testers

4486

Red plastic crate containing files, clips, gloves,
drills and various other tools

4517

Set of Record lathe turning chisels

4487

110v Evolution chopsaw

4518

Box containing used CCTV cameras

4488

6 assorted Paslode nail guns (no batteries, no
chargers)

4519

Box containing Imperial locks

4520

+VAT Bosch digital inclinometer

4489

Makita site radio

4521

Two thermostats

4490

Hitachi 110v angle grinder

4522

4491

Henry 110v vacuum cleaner

4492

+VAT 32x boxes of vinyl disposable examination
gloves (100 per box)

Toolbox containing various tools to include
hacksaw, screwdrivers, stilsons, spanners,
pliers, spray gun etc

4523

4493

Black plastic crate containing jump leads,
hammers, axes, drill bits, bolt croppers, etc

Bosch 14.4v battery drill with two batteries and
charger

4524

Puller set

4494

Wooden carpenters toolbox

4525

Bosch 110v STS drill

4495

Paint stripper and a Bosch hot air paint stripper

4526

+VAT Swann CCTV camera system

4496

9.5'' 110v angle grinder

4527

+VAT Tesla wall connector

4497

110v drill and a 110v plane

4528

4498

Underbay of various items including fuel cans,
cantilever toolboxes, drills, wooden toolbox,
door furniture, decorating items, etc

Two mini snap on mini nut runners with seven
batteries, no charger

4529

DeWalt laser level

4530

+VAT Resmed Airsense 10 system

4499

3 boxes containing metal bar, legs, joist
hangers, bolts, etc
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4531

+VAT Yale Conexis door handle and a ring
doorbell

4564

+VAT Bosch advanced aquatac electric
pressure washer with patio cleaning head

4532

+VAT RST motorcycle jacket

4565

4533

Yellow boxed jump start kit

+VAT Bosch advanced aquatac electric
pressure washer with half a lance

4534

+VAT Four boxes 75w inverters

4566

+VAT Nine packs of brown vinyl flooring

4535

+VAT Boxed CAT jumpstart kit with charging
lead

4567

Two boxes containing door furniture, handles,
hinges, brackets etc

4536

+VAT Boxed CAT jumpstart kit with charging
lead

4568

Two boxes containing screws, fixings, plumbing
items, soldering items etc

4537

+VAT Boxed CAT jumpstart kit with charging
lead

4569

4538

+VAT CAT unboxed jump start kit, no charger

Two plastic crates and a cantilever tool box
containing various tools to include clamps, drill
bits, wire brushes, garden tools, sockets,
stilsons etc

4539

Two hanging ceiling lights

4570

Record DML 24X 3 speed woodworking lathe

4540

+VAT Three boxed Karcher window vacs

4571

Bitumen primer and some wall tiles

4541

+VAT Spirit level set

4572

4542

David White laser level

+VAT Half an under bay of assorted chemicals
including urinal blocks, oil, car cleaning
chemicals, paint etc

4543

Halfords roof box

4573

Flexible cable protector

4544

Box containing spray grease, leather cleaner,
interior cleaner etc

4574

+VAT Large quantity of vinyl and laminate
flooring

4545

+VAT Tub of Castrol Edge oil

4575

4546

+VAT Three boxes of brake cleaner

Under bay containing step set, toolbox, and box
of spares

4547

+VAT Four tubs of Castrol Magnatec 5W30 oil

4576

+VAT Four bags containing 110v extension
leads

4548

+VAT Four tubs of Castrol Magnatec 5W30 oil

4577

+VAT Thirteen bottles of auto shampoo

4549

+VAT Four tubs of Castrol Magnatec 5W30 oil

4578

Heyden binder

4550

+VAT Six tubs of antifreeze

4579

PSX jump start kit

4551

+VAT Six tubs of antifreeze

4580

Wallpaper stripper

4552

+VAT Six tubs of antifreeze

4581

Yellow metal tool tin of various hand tools

4553

+VAT Six tubs of antifreeze

4582

+VAT Box containing 12 Diall paint pads

4554

+VAT Two lube oil extractors

4583

+VAT Box contained angled timber care brushes

4555

Box of hinges, locks and door furniture

4584

+VAT Box containing 36 masonry paint brushes

4556

Two boxes of large, medium and small G
clamps

4585

+VAT Two boxes of Black and Decker battery
powered pressure washers

4557

Box containing bolt croppers and pipe benders

4586

4558

Senator British made press

+VAT Two boxes of Black and Decker battery
powered pressure washers

4559

Small craft router

4587

4560

Small Karcher 205 electric pressure washer

+VAT Two boxes of Black and Decker battery
powered pressure washers

4588

4561

Four empty tool boxes and a tile cutter

+VAT Black and Decker battery powered
pressure washer

4562

+VAT Karcher K4 electric pressure washer with
two attachments

4589

+VAT Batavia boxes telescopic ladder

4590

+VAT Fold up sack truck

4563

Small electric pressure washer

4591

+VAT 8 packs of disposable vinyl gloves
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4592

+VAT 8 packs of disposable vinyl gloves

4593

+VAT 8 packs of disposable vinyl gloves

4594

+VAT 8 packs of disposable vinyl gloves

4595

+VAT 8 packs of disposable vinyl gloves

4596

+VAT Stuart Turner shower pump

4597

+VAT Quantity of go kart tyres

4598

+VAT Large quantity of heavy duty door mats

4599

+VAT Toilet cleaner, bath and shower gel, drain
unblocker and other chemicals

4600

2 cardboard boxes containing tools incl.
hammers, planes, spirit levels, drill bits, cobblers
lasts, etc.

4601

+VAT Stanley 19" metal latch tool box and 2
DeWalt T Stak accessory organizers

4602

+VAT 10L metal fuel can, Toyota wing mirror,
vehicle rear light unit and Bombardier B83B
controller

4603

+VAT 2 garden border spades and parasol base

4604

+VAT Makita DHR242 hammer drill, Makita
DGA519 angle grinder and Makita copy multi
tool (no batteries & no chargers) and Ox club
hammer

4605

+VAT 4 x 5ft T8 twin fluorescent battens

4606

+VAT Makita Cordless Impact Driver, Cordless
Hammer Driver Drill, 2 batteries, charger and
accessories in carry case

4607

+VAT 15m extension cable on reel, water
container, Sup electric air pump and Sentinal
motion activated animal deterrent

4617

Plastic box containing measuring wheel, saws
and other tools

4618

+VAT Box containing metal trestles

4619

Car polisher, bulb planter, battery charger, etc.

4620

Box containing Makita 110v angle grinder

4621

+VAT 2 Titan 710w precision drills

4622

+VAT 2 Titan 710w precision drills

4623

Large vice

4624

Quantity of toolboxes containing spanners,
sockets, drill bits, etc.

4625

110v Site SDS drill

4626

Small pair of axle stands, large pair of grips and
other tools

4627

+VAT Box of various bolts

4628

Drill on stand

4629

Small router table and router

4630

Large under bay of car and bike parts incl.
horns, filters, foot pumps, brake pads, etc.

4631

+VAT Illuminating bathroom mirror

4632

+VAT 2 under bays containing BMW rear boots,
spoiler and other bumpers

4633

+VAT Shrink tubing, spare wheelbarrow wheels,
spanners, drain clear, insect killer etc

4634

+VAT Meaco air conditioning unit

4635

+VAT Woods unboxed air conditioning unit

4636

+VAT Woods unboxed air conditioning unit

4637

+VAT Woods unboxed air conditioning unit

4638

+VAT Woods unboxed air conditioning unit

4639

+VAT Woods unboxed air conditioning unit

4608

+VAT 46 Amtech 50m builders lines

4609

4 boxes containing Black + Decker paint
stripper, PBX drill, DeWalt battery drill and laser
level

4640

+VAT Woods unboxed air conditioning unit

4610

+VAT 1/4 under bay containing wood treatment,
cement tone, path cleaner, hand soap and other
chemicals

4641

+VAT Woods unboxed air conditioning unit

4642

+VAT Boxed Woods air conditioning unit

4611

3 boxes of various items incl. switches, sockets,
goggles, boot scrapers, bulbs, lights, etc.

4643

+VAT Boxed Meaco air conditioning unit

4644

+VAT Small De'Longhi oil filled radiator

4612

Box containing bulbs, sockets and other
electrical items

4645

Plastic crate of latex gloves

4613

+VAT Under bay of laminate flooring

4646

+VAT DeWalt DXF1832 floor fan

4614

Red small toolbox with small quantity of
micrometres, various engineering tools and
drawer containing collets, hammers, drills, etc.

4647

+VAT Yamaha red, black & white motorbike
jacket

4648

+VAT Unboxed grey Delonhgi oil filled radiator
and white oil filled radiator

4649

Box of assorted bulbs

4615

Wallpaper stripper and 2 small paint strippers

4616

+VAT 2 tubs of magic levelling kits
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4650

+VAT Box of latex gloves

5011

Kathleen M. Downing (Hertfordshire artist), a
large quantity of sketches and unfinished works
(qty)

4651

+VAT Hunter ceiling light fan

4652

+VAT Hunter ceiling light fan

5012

1950's students bureau

4653

+VAT Hunter ceiling light fan

5013

Painted senior service tobacco sign

4654

Large Tornado desk fan

5014

James Bond film poster

4655

+VAT Vybra boxed 3 in 1 heater, cooler and air
steriliser

5015

Georgian oak bureau with 4 drawers under

4656

+VAT Vybra boxed 3 in 1 heater, cooler and air
steriliser

5016

Brass milk urn

5017

4657

+VAT Vybra boxed 3 in 1 heater, cooler and air
steriliser

Pair of adjustable brushed metal table lamps
with fabric shades

5018

Reproduction mahogany bow fronted sideboard

4658

+VAT 3 LED utility lights

5019

3 articulated wooden rabbits

4659

Electric wood burning style stove

5020

Satin walnut wash stand with tiled splash back

4660

Set of Seca platform scales

5021

Russian propaganda print of falling airmen

4661

Box of wood turning chisels and wood working
lathe

5022

Display unit with canted sides, glazed and
leaded doors

4662

Hilti 110v 3.5" angle grinder

5023

Star Wars film poster

4663

Topcon level

5024

4664

+VAT Scotty Cameron Titleist putter

Long cased clock with brass dial and carved
panels

4665

Balance board

5026

'Get Carter' film poster

4666

+VAT 2 Flat form truck

5027

2 spelter and china mantle clocks

5001

Kathleen M. Downing (Hertfordshire artist), six
paintings depicting views of London and the
Thames (6)

5028

1950's walnut full front bureau with glazed doors
to the side

5029

3 panelled mirror

5030

+VAT Glazed display cabinet on metal base

5031

3 bevelled mirrors in ornate metal and gilt
painted frames

5032

2 French biscuit and margarine advertising
posters

5033

Pair of Chinese 3 fold room dividers

5034

Quantity of modern pop art and other wall
hangings

5035

+VAT Modern oil on canvas study of a lady

5036

Quantity of engravings and prints to include 'The
cries of London', Madonna and child, hunting
and farming scenes plus an oil on board of
woodland and a map

5002

Kathleen M. Downing (Hertfordshire artist),
seven paintings depicting coastal and river
views including a Venetian example (7)

5003

Kathleen M. Downing (Hertfordshire artist), five
paintings depicting river views (5)

5004

Kathleen M. Downing (Hertfordshire artist),
seven paintings depicting animals in naturalistic
settings (7)

5005

Kathleen M. Downing (Hertfordshire artist), four
paintings depicting Hertfordshire views (4)

5006

Kathleen M. Downing (Hertfordshire artist),
seven paintings depicting various landscapes (7)

5007

Kathleen M. Downing (Hertfordshire artist),
twelve still life paintings (12)

5008

Kathleen M. Downing (Hertfordshire artist), four
portrait paintings (4)

5037

Bergere 2 seater sofa plus a pair of matching
armchairs

5009

Kathleen M. Downing (Hertfordshire artist),
nineteen landscape paintings (19)

5038

5010

Kathleen M. Downing (Hertfordshire artist),
fifteen landscape and townscape paintings (15)

Lime washed bergere suite comprising of a 3
seater sofa, 2 pairs of arm chairs and a coffee
table

5039

+VAT Pair of brown leather effect electric
reclining armchairs
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5040

Bridget Jones Diary film poster

5069

Quantity of oils on canvas incl. snowy
mountains, figure on horse and composite shell
picture

5041

Pair of heavily carved Indian style side tables

5042

Dark oak dresser

5070

Framed and glazed Morden map of Bedfordshire

5043

Boxed set of 4 diamante crystal wine glasses

5071

5044

Casablanca movie poster

Modern oil on canvas of lake with boats and
church in background

5045

Small oak storage box

5072

5046

Pastel drawing study of a lady

Quantity of engravings and prints incl. military
officers, charge of the light brigade, study of a
lady and 2 silhouettes

5047

Watercolour portrait study of a young girl

5073

Pine folding artists eaasel

5048

David Green oil on board - stream with willow
tree

5074

Quantity of Tuscan prints

5049

Pair of small pictures - camels and dessert
encampment

5076

Oil on board of a group of horses

5077

Pair of New Market horse racing prints

5051

Pair of hunting prints plus engravings of stately
homes and townscapes

5078

Pair of Blanc De Chine figures of peasant girl
with fruit and man with wheat

5052

Quantity of urban prints, botanical studies,
picture frame and rural prints

5079

Upholstered Edwardian nursing chair

5080

Reproduction mahogany twin pedestal desk

5053

Comical picture with 4 cats after Louis Wain

5081

5054

Mirror in decorative gilt frame

Side table with chess board surface and pottery
chess pieces

5055

Watercolour of river with bridge plus an oil on
board of Scottish Locke

5082

Oak armchair

5083

Floral upholstered footstool

5056

2 modern oils on canvas of lake and woodlands

5084

Vintage case with quantity of leather

5057

Quantity of paintings, pictures and maps to
include Mediterranean villa, country cottages,
comical golfing print, grandmother and father,
classical figures and rural scenes

5085

Oak barley twist side table

5086

Oak dome top mantle clock

5087

Victorian commode (AF)

5088

Vintage case with faux tortoise shell dishes and
pots, fabric and papier mache dressing table
containers

5089

Davos sledge

5090

Dark oak coffer

5091

Oak table top writing slope

5092

Table top 5 drawer cabinet

5093

Bent cane 3 tier whatnot stand

5094

Blue and white floral decorated wash stand bowl
plus chamber pot and glass vase

5095

3 vintage car manuals

5096

Boxed Domesday book

5097

Oak drop side table

5058

Pair of R R Hammond oils on canvas of rural
landscapes with sheep

5059

Metamec sun burst clock

5060

Pair of oils on canvas of cottage and lake plus
Scottish Locke

5061

Pine framed oval mirror

5062

Oleograph - still life with roses

5063

Quantity of prints to include the cricket match,
Yorkshire Dales, coastal scenes and York
minster

5064

Venetian watercolour - the flower seller

5065

Framed and glazed comical picture with cats
entitled 'The Naughty Puss'

5066

2 oils on canvas of figures by lake and cottage
garden

5067

2 prints of Liverpool docks and Japanese garden
with figures

5098

Repro Led Zeppelin advertising poster and one
other

5068

Over mantle in floral gilt frame

5099

+VAT Grey fabric armchair

5100

2 Wooden trinket boxes
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5101

Large square teak coffee table

5136

Jali coffee table

5102

Angle poised style desk lamp

5137

Teak 2-tier coffee table with glazed insert

5103

Turned wooden fruit bowl plus 5 volumes
relating to aquarium fish

5138

Oak magazine rack with shelf under

5139

Marble topped washstand

5104

+VAT Painted oak sideboard with drawers and
seagrass baskets

5140

5105

Cheval mirror

+VAT Studio pottery vase, quantity of pill boxes,
kitchen storage vessels and lights

5141

Pair of white painted bar stools

5106

2 vols. The Wild Flowers of the United States

5142

2 carved giraffes

5107

+VAT Cream painted 2-door cupboard with floral
panels

5143

Dark oak open bookcase

5108

Terrence Conran leather laundry bin

5144

Pair of pedestal drawers

5109

Circular mahogany tilting tripod table

5145

Tile topped teak coffee table

5110

Certificate with wax seal

5146

5111

Lloyd Loom style ottoman

2 boxed John Lewis Tony Task adjustable desk
lamps a/f

5147

4 upholstered metal bar stools

5112

Copper coal scuttle

5148

4 bentwood folding chairs

5113

Model of a 3-masted sailing ship

5149

Reproduction yew 2-drawer filing cabinet

5114

+VAT Grey painted sideboard with 2 doors
under

5150

Edwardian dome mantle clock

5115

Two chrome ceiling lights

5151

5116

Metal and glazed 2-tier tea trolley

Teak effect 6-drawer dressing chest plus mirror
and matching 2-drawer bedside

5152

Floral armchair plus cushion

5117

4 painted pine boxes

5153

Folding plantation armchair

5118

Tripod screen

5154

Lidded cooking pot plus pair of firedogs

5119

Oval darkwood and glazed single door cabinet
with detachable serving tray

5156

Jali coffee table with drawers

5120

*Withdrawn*

5157

2 wicker waste paper baskets plus log basket

5121

Circular pine table with cast iron base

5158

Dark bentwood coffee table

5122

Wooden stool plus 3-drawer jali cabinet

5159

3 small copper and brass warming pans

5123

Beech table plus 2 chairs

5160

Edwardian octagonal sidetable with second tier

5124

6 British maps

5161

Reconstituted stone hand figure

5126

Large pine table with pair of matching benches

5162

+VAT Metal mushroom shaped sidetable

5127

4 wicker log baskets

5163

5128

Black leather armchair

Jali sidetable with central drawers and magazine
racks to side

5164

Treadle Singer sewing machine

5129

Vienna wall clock

5165

Oak cheval mirror

5130

Vienna wall clock

5166

Modern pine chest of 2 over 4 drawers

5131

Glazed dining table on chrome supports and 4
matching chairs

5167

5132

Boxed nest of 2 tables, a/f

+VAT Modern wall hanging depicting multi
coloured lion

5168

5133

Quantity of loose Impressionist and other prints

5134

3 chromed bar stools

Box containing quantity of Impressionist and
other prints, plus Venetian scene, coastal
landscape and modern oil on canvas: lake with
mountains

5135

Pair of Japanese Imari vases a/f

5169

Dark beech nest of 3 table
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5170

Table formed from car tyre rim

5204

Set of four upholstered Edwardian carved dining
chairs

5171

White painted break front sideboard

5172

+VAT Versace wallpaper sample case

5206

Stag 3 drawer dressing table

5173

3 vintage travelling cases

5207

Pair of IKEA storage units with mesh work
drawers

5174

Dark pine blanket box

5208

2 brushed metal floor lamps

5175

Pine blanket box

5209

Pink floral armchair

5176

Oval toilet mirror

5210

1950's rexine chair

5177

Bent cane lamp table with slatted second tier
and glazed insert

5211

Pallet with large quantity of military and other
reference books plus novels

5178

Canvas and wooden travelling trunk

5212

5179

Oak and elm childs desk with attached seat

5180

Sheraton style armchair, plus 2 bedroom chairs
with bergere and strung seats

Pallet with large quantity of household goods
incl. coffee mugs, butter dish, sugar shakers,
wine glasses, trinket and jewellery boxes and
china

5181

Figure of Old English sheepdog

5213

Red leather effect swivel office armchair

5182

3-piece fire companion set

5214

Octagonal walnut effect coffee table with glazed
insert and 2 tier lamp table

5183

Cream painted pine dining table plus 6 matching
chairs

5215

Trench art vase

5184

Victorian candle box, plus quantity of brushes

5216

2 pub serving trays

5185

Pair of oak 3-drawer bedside cabinets

5217

Large barge ware painted tin kettle

5186

5 wicker baskets

5218

Vintage His Masters Voice gramophone

5187

Pair of blackpainted Ikea bar stools

5219

Cream painted demilune cabinet with 2 drawers
and shelf under

5188

Foldover Victorian card table

5220

Tile top coffee table

5189

Eastern gong, stand and a trinket box

5221

Pair of glazed IKEA book cases and open case

5190

Japanese style jewellery box

5222

2 maps of the Isle of Man

5191

Rustic pine 5-drawer CD rack

5223

5192

Pair of brushed metal table lamps with shades

5193

Ikea style shoe rack

Inlaid walnut dining table plus six floral
upholstered chairs to include a single carver
(AF)
£200-240

5194

Ikea glazed desk with sidetable

5224

Oak hanging shelf

5195

Oak two tier tea trolley, a carved horse finial and
a quantity of pictures and prints

5225

Oak hanging shelf

5226

Oval beech extending dining table

5196

Dark oak and glazed double door china cabinet
with cupboard under

5227

Oak nest of 3 tables

5197

Ercol open bookcase with cupboard under

5228

5198

Vintage single fold divider plus book trough

Reproduction mahogany sideboard with 2
central drawers

5229

5199

Child's chair with strung seat

2 drawer console table and oak side table with
ball and claw supports

5200

Modern oak sideboard with 2 drawers, 2 doors
under

5230

Edwardian 2 seater settee

5231

Ercol armchair

5201

9 wooden trinket and other storage boxes

5232

5202

Pair of 4 drawer pedestals

Reproduction mahogany bow front 2 drawer
desk

5203

Walnut finished double door cabinet with three
drawers under (AF)

5233

Pink fabric ottoman
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5234

Modern brass oil lamp

5268

Model of H.M.S Victory

5235

Dynatron music system

5269

Reproduction yew entertainment cabinet

5236

Cased sewing machine

5270

Reproduction yew coffee table with drawers

5237

Black leather effect swivel armchair

5271

5 tier cast iron pot stand

5238

X-shaped stool

5272

Reproduction yew 3 drawer bedside cabinet

5239

Reproduction mahogany sofa table and 2 side
tables

5273

Small serpentine fronted 4 drawer cabinet

5274

5240

Pair of wicker basket chairs

Dark wood coffee table with drawer and glazed
insert

5241

Vintage German flag

5276

2 modern upholstered bar stools (AF)

5242

Reproduction yew twin pedestal desk

5277

5243

Reproduction nest of 3 tables and faux marble
wine table

Brown fabric G-plan 2 seater sofa plus a
matching armchair

5278

Box containing a quantity of prints to include
portraits, river with boats, harbour scene, owl,
Parisian street scene and country cottages

5279

Plant pot in the form of a pram

5280

Quantity of early 20th century sea charts

5281

Edwardian sideboard

5282

Pair of bergere armchairs in floral and stripped
fabric

5283

Quantity of paintings and prints to include dry
leaves and a thrush, mother and child, stags in
the park, country houses and children in
woodland

5284

4 Edwardian dining chairs with floral embroided
seats

5285

6 reproduction dining chairs to include 2 carvers

5286

Blue Bokhara mat

5287

Wicker picnic basket

5288

White painted chest of 2 over 4 drawers

5289

Oak dressing chest

5290

3 Shakespeare volumes

5291

Large brown Chinese carpet

5292

Late Victorian chaise lounge plus 2 armchairs in
matching fabric

5244

Painted toy garage forecourt

5245

Reproduction mahogany double door drinks
cabinet on cabriole supports

5246

2 upholstered dressing table stools

5247

Pair of upholstered folding dining chairs

5248

Pair of oak 3 drawer bedside cabinets

5249

Box containing large quantity of steam train
related prints and chalkboard

5250

+VAT 2 boxes containing coarse fishing rods

5251

Pair of Escher prints

5252

Modern wall hanging of woodland at sunrise,
rectangular mirror and boxed quartz wall clock

5253

3 Vogue and alcohol advertising mirrors

5254

A four door cupboard with aluminium panels

5256

Edwardian dressing chest

5257

Carved Edwardian and upholstered easy chair

5258

Harley Quinn set of 4 beech dining chairs

5259

Pine settle with hinged seat

5260

Wooden coal scuttle with copper banding

5261

2 hunting and floral patterned table lamps

5262

Dark pine sideboard with 3 drawers 3 doors
under

5293

Green rexine carved armchair

5263

Quantity of pottery goblets plus a carafe, camera
bag and purses

5294

Pair of Edwardian bedroom chairs (AF)

5295

Oval teak dining table with four chairs

5296

Pair of circular Dunelm mirrors

5297

Dome topped mirror

5298

12 panelled mirror

5299

Narrow mirror in gilt frame

5300

Multi panelled mirror

5264

Circular glazed Ikea dining table plus 4 moulded
plastic chairs

5265

Floral upholstered Edwardian armchair

5266

Black fabric prayer chair

5267

Oil lamp plus 2 glass shades and a green glass
scent bottle
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5301

Multi panelled mirror

5331

Floral carpet with red border

5302

+VAT Pair of folding camping chairs and a mat

5332

Oak chest of two over two drawers

5303

Three gilt framed mirrors

5333

5304

Quantity of Chinese panels, a tiled tray, print of
yacht at sea plus silhouettes of rural and urban
pictures

Large quantity of glass display cabinets, display
units and small wooden metal topped counter

5334

Painted wickerwork floor lamp column

5335

Box containing a model of a sailing ship, carved
wooden figures, book ends and general treen

5336

Lemonade dispenser on stand

5337

Pair of resin Egyptian styled bookends plus a
figure of a nude

5338

Philips mechanical engineer boxed toy kit

5305

Print of Chelsea football ground plus a Japanese
picture of a snoy landscape

5306

Large quantity of North American Indian prints,
maps, rural scenes with windmills, modern
painting of lake and snowy mountain plus
coastal scenes

5307

Bevelled and floral etched mirror

5339

Metal and marble wall mounted shelf

5308

Circular mirror in wicker frame

5340

Oak finished single drawer lamp table

5309

Bow back armchair plus a painted chair with elm
seat

5341

Four pine bow back chairs plus a pair of stick
back chairs

5310

Cream and navy blue Chinese mat

5342

5311

Oak refectory style table plus eight ladder back
chairs with strung seats

Two limewashed double door wardrobes plus a
kidney shaped dressing table and stool

5343

Jali open bookcase

5312

+VAT Ostrich feather fan plus an artificial reef

5344

Pine open bookcase

5313

Quantity of horse brasses and martingales, a
warming pan, fruit bowl and swan shaped vase

5345

G-Plan double wardrobe plus a chest of 4
drawers

5314

Maroon fabric drop-end sofa

5346

Oak finished double wardrobe

5315

Four family portraits

5347

Pine double wardrobe with drawer under

5316

+VAT Pallet with furniture parts

5348

5317

Quantity of plastic storage containers

Ikea chest of three drawers plus a two drawer
bedside cabinet

5318

+VAT Two grey faux marble and metal tables

5349

Maple finished chest of three drawers

5319

Edwardian single door pot cupboard with drawer
over

5350

4 upholstered Georgian dining chairs

5351

Reproduction yew hifi cabinet plus an
entertainment unit

5352

Teak open bookcase

5353

Pine triple wardrobe with drawers under
£100-120

5320

Jali chest of three drawers

5321

Brass finished adjustable floor lamp

5322

Reprodux six drawer cabinet

5323

Pair of narrow stained pine bookcases

5354

Large Chinese floral carpet

5324

Oak trouser press

5356

Three floral carpets in brown and red

5325

Painted pine chest of two over three drawers

5357

Georgian oak bureau with four drawers under

5326

Pine two drawer desk with pigeonhole gallery
over

5358

+VAT Cream and black diamond patterned mat

5327

Oval mirror, medicine ball, wicker basket and oil
lamp

5359

+VAT Cream and black diamond patterned mat

5360

+VAT Two large bolts of fabric plus two mats

5328

Painted storage box

5361

+VAT Grey diamond patterned mat

5329

Edwardian piano stool with hinged seat

5362

+VAT Grey and silver mat

5330

Reproduction yew lamp table with second tier
and drawer

5363

Dormeo single bed mattress
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5364

+VAT Multi-coloured mat plus a brass finished
curtain rail

5394

Enamelled Cockspur Rum sign

5365

+VAT Rectangular bevelled mirror

5395

Oil on board - study of a ballerina

5366

Quantity of teddy bear and dormouse pictures,
print of bluebells in woodland and an oil on
board of meadow with flowers

5396

Oil on board - figure in lane

5397

Embroidery of a girl in pink dress

5367

+VAT Quantity of boxed furniture parts

5398

(1) Four crucifixes

5368

Pair of corduroy and chromed folding chairs

5399

Copper and brass warming pan

5400

Large rectangular mirror in faux marble frame

5369

Brass Victorian bedstead

5401

Alfred Gockel print entitled Perpetual Motion

5370

Three copper warming pans

5402

+VAT Dormeo single bed mattress

5371

Oak long case clock with painted dial

5403

Box containing Japanese export crockery

5372

Cased student's microscope

5404

5373

Reproduction mahogany open bookcase plus a
mirror in beech frame

2 boxes and basket containing table lamp,
turned wooden bowls, glassware, and
household goods

5374

2 seater settee with carved exposed wooden
frame plus a matching armchair and footstool

5406

4 boxes containing large quantity of fashion
magazines, and theatre programmes

5375

Circular cream mat

5407

5376

Oak two tier coffee table

2 boxes containing sheet music and vinyl
records

5408

5377

+VAT Module grey leather effect corner suite in
six sectiond

2 boxes containing coloured glass vessels, table
lamp, jugs and general china

5409

2 boxes containing vinyl records

5378

Two narrow rectangular mirrors

5410

5379

Pair of walnut finished lamp tables plus a
matching coffee table
£50-70

2 boxes containing war plane collector club
pictures

5411

Brass table lamp with shade and double-headed
eagle to the column

5412

2 hotel plate jugs, plus floral patterned jardiniere

5413

4 boxes containing china, coloured glass, large
chargers and meat platters, decanters and
ornamental figures

5414

Vintage travelling typewriter

5415

Brass oil lamp

5380

Two wicker baskets

5381

Large mughal print

5382

Walnut finished sideboard with single drawer
and cupboard under
£60-80

5383

Reproduction mahogany 4 tier what not stand
with drawer under
£60-80

5416

Bag containing lawn bowls

5384

Two modern wall tapestries with bucolic scenes

5417

5385

Upholstered footstool plus a hanging four tier
what not stand

Quartz clock, biscuit barrel, blue and white
crockery, cocktail shaker, and throw

5418

2 boxes containing biographies, novels, and
tales of the Grey Owl

5419

2 boxes containing boxed Noddy and other cars

5420

Box containing a quartz clock, glassware and
china vases

5386

Eames style coat rack

5387

Brown fur ladies coat

5388

Seal skin ladies coat

5389

James Bond film poster

5421

(2) 2 floral patterned vases (a/f)

5390

Oval bevelled mirror in oak frame

5422

5391

Bundle of walking sticks

(1) 2 boxes containing leaf and floral patterned
crockery

5392

Two mirrors in gilt frames

5423

Cased sewing machhine plus projector

5393

Bundle of course fishing rods

5424

Ottoman with large quantity of records
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5425

Box containing quantity of floral patterned
Aynsley crockery

5453

3 boxes containing brassware, barometer,
books, pottery mugs, ornaments and household
goods

5426

Le Creuset lidded pot

5427

2 boxes containing CDs

5454

3 boxes containing biographies, paperback
novels, and cookery books

5428

Box containing quantity of toys inc. lightsabers,
Casdon cooker, and fridge

5455

3 typewriters

5429

3 boxes containing studio pottery vases, Wade
barrels, and other crockery

5456

Box containing glass fruit bowls, clutch bag, and
crockery, kitchen storage vessels and china

5430

4 boxes containing ornamental figures, kids
dolls, soft toys, coasters, and quartz clock

5457

6 jigsaw puzzles

5458

Boxed Comfy Easel paper slicer, plastic dolls
heads, and crafting materials

8 boxes containing large quantity of reference
books, Bibles, travel guides, and novels

5459

Box containing glass bottles

5432

Artists easel and quantity of paints

5460

5433

Box containing AD2000 comics

Box containing moulded plastic traintrack
scenery

5434

2 boxes containing vintage tins and glass bottles

5461

+VAT Cage containing glass beer tankards,
vases, blue and white china, and ornaments

5435

Box containing ink and codd bottles

5462

5436

Box containing kitchen storage vessels and
other crockery

Boxe containing glassware and floral patterned
crockery

5463

Box containing blue and white china

5437

Box containing CDs

5464

5438

2 boxes containing Japanese export crockery
plus Hammersley blue and gilt glazed tea
service

4 boxes and wicker basket containing floral
patterned crockery, wine glasses, and tumblers

5465

Wicker picnic hamper with quantity of soft toys

5466

2 boxes containing Royal Osborne rose
patterned crockery, plus Minton china

5467

Box containing rolled loose prints, and
newspapers

5468

Box containing Chums Boys magazines, novels
- Alice's Adventures in Wonderland - motorcycle
manuals etc.

5469

3 Tilley lamps

5470

6 boxes containing large quantity of household
goods inc. kitchen storage vessels, quartz clock,
glass dishes, coasters, lustreware, ink bottles,
table lamps, biscuit barrel, glassware and
stainless steel

5431

5439

3 boxes containing games and jigsaw puzzles

5440

Box containing CDs and tape cassettes

5441

Box containing ornamental figures, china vases

5442

Box containing a miniature Spanish wine skin,
ornamental peacock, cork picture with a palm
tree and other figures

5443

2 boxes containing carbide cycle lamps and oil
lamp

5444

Box containing Maxwell Williams breeze
patterned tea service

5445

Box containing CDs

5446

Box containing lampshade, Holosonia jug,
pewter ware, silver plated ware

5471

Box containing Mini Minor Sunbeam and other
car and motorcycle manuals

5447

2 boxes containing loose cutlery, glass
lampshade, silver plate and horse brasses

5472

2 boxes containing ornamental posies

5448

Box containing 7 decanters and French crystal
wine glasses

5473

Box containing dolls

5474

1960s oval mirror with teak frames

5475

Box containing decanters, tumblers, wine
glasses, and fruit bowl

5476

Box containing vinyl records

5477

Box containing brass ware inc. miniature
warming pan, horse brasses, plus bellows, soft
toys, and glass ornaments

5449

5 boxes containing large quantity of CDs

5450

Quantity of lawn bowls and shoes

5451

Box containing vinyl records

5452

Shove ha'penny board
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5478

Bag containing quantity of jigsaw puzzles

5507

5479

Box containing brassware inc. trivet, firedog,
goblets, plus copper kettle and cigar box

Vintage radio plus quantity of silver plate and
pewter

5508

Box containing large quantity of playing cards

5480

+VAT 2 picture frames and map of the Isle of
Man

5509

Box containing turntable and quantity of vinyl
records

5481

+VAT 5 modern wall hangings

5510

Adjustable towel rail and soap dispenser

5482

2 botanical prints, and print of a horseman, oil
on board: Bedford Bridge, plus print of the
seashore

5511

Large quantity of prints and paintings inc,
highland lock, rural and urban scenes, plus nude
bather, and floral pictures

5483

+VAT 4ft6 Dormeo memory foam mattress

5512

Set of scales, plus sewing machine a/f

5484

+VAT 5ft mattress

5513

+VAT 2 boxes containing furniture parts

5485

+VAT 5ft mattress

5514

2 vintage radios

5486

+VAT 6ft mattress

5515

5487

+VAT 5ft mattress

Box containing copper and brassware inc. coal
scuttle, chestnut roasters, horse brasses, and
jugs

5488

+VAT 6ft mattress

5516

Box containing kids toys and dolls

5489

3 stacks of Rupert Annuals

5517

Box containing shoe lasts and flat irons

5490

Bag containing vinyl records

5518

5491

4 boxes containing vinyl records

5 boxes containing kitchen storage vessels, lady
figures, plus blue and white patterned china

5492

Box containing 7" vinyl records

5519

5493

Box containing theatre programmes

Box containing quantity of OS maps, framed
British maps, and engraving of stately home

5520

Box containing 6 oriental figures

5494

2 boxes containing export Japanese tea service,
plus Royal Copenhagen orange glazed coffee
service

5521

Box containing 3 vintage telephones, answering
machine and Budweiser can telephone

5495

Suitcase containing CDs

5522

Bag containing silver plate, candlesticks, tea
service, copper and brass tray, and dishes

5496

5 boxes containing ornamental figures, soft toys,
board games, quantity of prints, and crockery

5523

Pair of bellows and wooden coal shovel

5497

2 bags and 3 boxes containing vinyl records

5524

3 boxes containing quantity of chocolate brown
glazed Denby crockery

5498

3 boxes containing tumblers, decanters, and
dishes

5526

3 boxes containing DVDs and CDs

5499

+VAT Box containing glass vases, shell shaped
bowl, boxed wine glasses, teapot,
commemorative ware, paperweight and coffee
mugs

5527

Box containing quantity of vinyl records

5528

2 boxes containing large quantity of Noritake
Longwood patterned crockery

5529

Box containing floral patterned table lamp,
candlestick, ornamental figures, and Denby
crockery

5500

Vintage typewriter, plus projector and 4 wooden
microscope boxes

5501

2 boxes containing glass dishes, jug, plus cake
stands, adjustable desk lamp, coffee mugs etc.

5530

Box containing large quantity of buttons and
beads

5502

2 adjustable ceiling lights

5531

5503

Box containing kids books and soft toys

Cage containing wrist and pocket watches,
pipes, jewellery and moon landing wall plaue

5504

Box containing Aynsley, Royal Crown Derby,
and other china

5532

Cage containing cigarette card albums, Modern
Masterpiece magazines, and art reference
books

5506

2 boxes containing carved wooden ornaments,
wooden mortar, silver plated candlesticks,
picquot ware, tea service inc. brassware and
cooking pans

5533

Cage containing Limoges Dresden, Coalport,
Lladro, and other china

5534

+VAT 4 boxes containing quantity of light fittings
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5535

Cage containing rod bags, ornaments and
trophies, plus fishing reels and fishing box

5557

Cage containing Palissy game bird patterned
crockery

5536

Cage containing Royal Albert, and other
crockery

5558

Cage containing Tonka toy and diecast cars and
ships

5537

Cage containing large quantity of coinage

5559

Cage containing porcelain thimbles

5538

Cage containing French wall plaque, teddy bear,
Millenium sweatshirt, plus Marilyn Monroe
album and postcard and a small quantity of
cigarette cards

5560

Cage containing Lladro and other Lladro style
figures

5561

5 boxes containing Air Force magazines

5562

Cage containing coloured glass vases and jug

5563

Cage containing Royal Air Force pin badges

5564

6 Sheraton style dining chairs incl. 2 carvers

5565

Cage containing horse racing prints and photos
plus cardboard badges, plates and decanter

5566

6 boxes containing harvest patterned crockery

5567

Cage containing costume jewellery

5568

Cage containing paper weights, glass dishes
and vases

5569

Cage containing ruby wine glasses, custard
mugs and tumblers

5539

Cage containing quantity of brooches

5540

Vintage suitcase

5541

Quantity of picture frames

5542

Cage containing Hummel style figure, oriental
vase, ginger jar, glass centrepiece, ornamental
teapot, Devonshire crockery, and a bourdaloux

5543

Cage containing glass codd and other bottles,
adjustable lamps, ornamental bird figures, silver
plate, open twist brass candlestick and thermos
flask

5544

Cage containing bobbins and lace pillow

5545

7 thonet style cafe chairs plus 2 matching stools

5570

5546

Cage containing loose cutlery, cased silver and
other cutlery sets, binoculars, quartz clock, plus
scoop

Cage containing Duchess blue and white cups
and saucers plus sugar bowl, jug and plates

5571

Cage containing costume jewellery and watches

Quantity of Royal Doulton tapestry patterned
crockery, 10 Royal Grafton coffee cups and
saucers, Doulton and Coalport china

5572

Cage containing spinning reels

5573

Cage containing Staffordshire dogs, Oriental
figures plus teapots and jugs

5574

2 cages containing Royal Worcester Evesham
patterned crockery

5575

Cage containing cased teaspoon set, opera
glasses, loose cutlery, pewter ware and costume
jewellery

5547

5548

Cage containing costume jewellery, 2 cased
cutlery sets, modern stoneware flagon, and
clutch bag

5549

3 branched ceiling light

5550

3 boxes containing ornamental figures, glass
ceiling light shades, and other household china

5576

5551

Cage containing AA badge, loose cutlery,
wristwatches, cameras, teddy bear, childs
microscope set, and cake dish

Cage containing silver plated goblets,
pheasants, onyx cigarette box and ash tray

5577

Cage containing Shelley, Royal Worcester and
Masons crockery

5552

Cage containing Wade Heath cups and saucers,
blue and white china, vintage camera, plus
toasting fork

5578

Cage containing commemorative mugs

5579

+VAT Quantity of cushions and childs cot bed
mattress

5553

Cage containing oriental and other dishes,
paperweights, stamps, studio pottery and polo
print

5580

Cage containing quantity of water jugs, honey
pot, cake stands and china

5554

Cage containing Mini Mouse print, kids books,
golly badges and soft toys

5581

Cage containing costume jewellery

5582

5555

Cage containing costume jewellery

Cage containing Doulton and Meakin style
crockery

5556

Cage containing 3 pot lids and Staffordshire flat
back figures

5583

Under bay of fishermans tackle bags and seats
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5584

Under bay of fishing tackle incl. mono filament,
telescopic rod, landing net, clothing, bake boxes
and tackle boxes

5585

Cage containing metal ware incl. brass finish
part tea service, flint lock ornaments, bonbon
dish, napkin rings and carved African ornaments

6007

+VAT Trapstar t-shirt and jogger shorts in white
both size small (bagged)

6008

(1) Pair of QC trainers size 11

6009

Pair of QC trainers size 11

6010

Pair of QC trainers size 11

5586

Cage containing Jasper ware, lidded pots, vase,
mantle clock, picture frame and farmyard figures

6011

Pair of QC trainers size 11

5587

Cage containing Royal Coppenhagen figure of
boy with calf, Lladro figure of girl with cat and
other ornamental figures, flasks and china

6012

Pair of Hunter wellies size 13

6013

Pair of Fila trainers size 9

6014

Pair of light grey fleece fur lined boots size 6

5588

Cage containing silver plated tea service, silver
plated coasters and boxed fish knife and fork set

6015

+VAT Quantity of Postman Pat toys

5589

Cage containing coffee service plus Wedgwood
and other china

6016

+VAT 3 packs of boxing gloves

6017

+VAT Quantity of weights

5590

Cage containing Hornsea storage vessels, gong
and toasting fork

6018

+VAT Single box of finger soft modelling dough

5591

Under bay with fishermans tackle boxes

6019

Teapot in the shape of a cat

5592

Cage containing Bunnykins plates

6020

+VAT 2 sets of Marcy weights

5593

Cage containing crystal and glass ornamental
animal figures

6021

Pair of work shoes, size 5

6022

Pair of work boots, size 7

5594

Cage containing silver plate incl. dishes, serving
tray, cased cutlery sets and loose flat ware

6023

Underbay of weight training weights and
weighted vests

5595

Cage containing silver plated candle sticks,
gravy boats, jugs, teapots and mugs

6024

Quantity of plastic field weights

5596

Cage containing buttons, keys, Victorian lock,
furniture fittings and wooden printing blocks

6025

+VAT 5 boxed Intex inflatable pools

6026

+VAT Quantity of kites

5597

Cage containing gold rimmed Clemont patterned
crockery

6027

+VAT Bat-Man childs car

6028

+VAT Quantity of play cushions

5598

Large quantity of fishing poles, rod bags and
umbrellas

6029

Whole bay of inflatable play centers and pools

5599

Military field stretcher, and jerry can and canvas
kit bags

6030

+VAT Bag of basketballs and a basketball board
and hoop

5600

+VAT Box containing fishermans poles

6031

+VAT Quick Hit bounceback net

5601

Cage of costume jewellery

6032

+VAT Inflatable Neptune Towers waterslide

5602

Cage of costume jewellery

6033

Ottoman containing nerf guns

5603

Cage of costume jewellery

6034

+VAT Part bay of Intex inflatable pools

6001

Box of walking books from around the country

6035

6002

Large pallet box of assorted items to include
pedal bins, toy storage racks, wool, etc

+VAT Part bay of toys to include kites, bulk pack
stall guns and remote control cars

6036

+VAT Box of tennis balls

6003

+VAT Boxed Lifetime basketball game

6037

6004

Box of books

+VAT Part bay of assorted toys to include swing
ball, nerf guns, float boards, etcher sketchers,
etc

6005

+VAT 6 models of a Mercedes AMG GT by
Revell

6038

+VAT Max Health fitness board

6006

+VAT Weighted gilet

6039

+VAT max Health fitness board

6040

Elliptical trainer
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6041

+VAT Adidas workout bench

6079

Grundig dishwasher

6042

2 dumbbell racks

6080

+VAT Sharp microwave

6043

+VAT Flatpack Marcy Multigym

6081

+VAT Panasonic microwave

6044

+VAT Large quantity of kettle bells, ab roller,
and lightweight foam dumbbells

6082

+VAT Battery disposable storage bin

6083

6045

Vibraplate massage machine

+VAT 2 boxes of Carol Hochmann comfort
bralettes

6046

Body Tech vibration workout machine

6084

6047

Crazy Fit vibration machine

+VAT 2 boxes of Carol Hochmann comfort
bralettes

6048

Dynamix bench with bar and dumbbells

6085

+VAT 2 boxes of Carol Hochmann comfort
bralettes

6049

Wonderab machine

6086

+VAT Box of high cut pants

6050

Rowing machine

6087

+VAT 3 American Tourister spinner suitcases

6051

+VAT Spinning bike

6088

6052

York Fitness jogger

+VAT Quantity of turquoise Rock hard shell
spinner suitcases

6053

+VAT Marcy Multigym in 3 boxes

6089

+VAT 3 boxes of face shields

6054

York Elliptical bike

6090

+VAT 2 boxes of face shields

6055

Horizon treadmill

6091

+VAT 2 boxes of face shields

6057

Quantity of dumbbell bars and free weights

6092

+VAT 2 boxes of face shields

6058

Pro Power multigym and gravity walker

6093

6059

Large quantity of wooden boxes

2 x pairs of children's trainers: 1 x pink Nike
Force 1, size UK 5.5 (signs of slight wear); 1 x
white Adidas Originals, size UK 5K (boxed)

6060

+VAT Pellet of assorted items inc. angled
cushions, cups, rolled paper, carpets

6094

6061

Stillage of wooden boxes (stillage not included)

+VAT Twist bottle 600+ water bottle & bike base
set, SHO and other water bottles and travel
mugs

6062

+VAT Basketball game and basketballs

6095

*Withdrawn*

6063

+VAT Panasonic microwave

6096

6064

+VAT Whirlpool washing machine

6065

+VAT Fischer & Paikel fridge freezer (door a/f)

+VAT Selection of men's clothing including
Tog24, Pretty Green, Crew Clothing Company,
Only & Sons, Mercier, The North Face, Ralph
Lauren and Spoke

6066

+VAT Fischer & Paikal fridge freezer

6097

+VAT A bag containing 5x Ladies Fila Fleece
Jumpers in Navy in various sizes

6067

Small Indesit worktop washer

6098

6068

+VAT Panasonic microwave

6069

+VAT Panasonic microwave

+VAT Selection of clothing to include
Warehouse, Never Fully Dressed, Sodah
London, Girl in Mind, Billie & Blossom, Phase
Eight and Ted Baker

6070

+VAT Wine fridge

6099

+VAT Bamboo support pillow

6071

Hoover fridge

6100

(1) 2 pairs of Amari jeans in black

6072

Indesit fridge freezer

6101

+VAT Boxed A4 die cutter

6073

+VAT Samsung mini oven

6102

+VAT Gemini craft multi media machine

6074

+VAT Panasonic microwave

6075

Electric Hotpoint oven

6076

Panasonic Inverter microwave

6077

Bosch microwave

6078

John Lewis washing machine
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